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Respirator was designed and manufactured early last century.
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numbers, exported, and actively used into the
1950’s. Like its French predecessor developed
by Rouquayrol and Denayrouze, it incorporated
a surface supply element, which allowed much
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underwater independence.
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English language researchers has been, to date, one single
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EDITORIAL

Japanese and French Scuba Anniversaries

W

elcome to first 2016 issue of the Journal as
the HDS moves into its 24th year. In this
issue you will notice a few changes to the
layout as Bonnie and I continue to refine the appearance
of the magazine.
This year marks the 70th anniversary of the French
company La Spirotechnique, which
manufactured the Cousteau
Gagnan CG 45 self-contained system.
Most historians agree that it is this system
that is the foundation for the sport of
recreational self-contained diving, generally
known as scuba diving. The Society
will celebrate this important anniversary
at its 2016 Conference in Tacoma,
Washington, which is being organized
by HDS Director Ryan Spence.
As has been recorded in the pages of
prior issues of the Journal, the French CG 45 proved to be
the most commercially successful of the self-contained
underwater breathing apparatus (scuba) units. It was
not however, the first, and was preceded by numerous
other successful scuba units from various countries.
This year one of these units celebrates the 100–year
anniversary of its patent.
In this issue we are pleased to publish an updated
accounting of Ohgushi’s Peerless Respirator, the little
known Japanese self-contained system from the early
part of last century, which was patented in 1916. Author
Nyle Monday has been researching this unit for several
decades, gleaning minute pieces of information from
lengthy periods of study. Nyle’s article exemplifies the
mission of the international HDS community with images
supplied from Japan, USA, Russia and Italy. Operating in
conjunction with Nyle’s decades of archival research was a
global search by HDS members for a surviving example of
Ohgushi’s Peerless Respirator. As might be expected, this
was a mammoth challenge given the narrow region of the
unit’s operation.
However, it was known from research by Nyle and HDS
Russia’s Alexander Sledkov that in addition to the Japanese,
the Soviet Navy had adopted the unit in the 1920s.
Armed with this knowledge, European – based HDS
members traveled into Russia and established contacts
with the military diving community and collectors. These
Russian contacts eventually located the Ohgushi mask
shown on the cover of this issue, and it was acquired from
them by HDS members. The mask was then purchased by
the International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame Museum team,
headed by Rosa Harris.

4

The acquisition was timely as the three Japanese men
who developed the unit, Riichi Watanabe, Kanezo Ohgushi
and Kyuhachi Kataoka, are all being inducted into the
International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame in Grand Cayman
on September 30, 2016.
In recognition of their induction, and also the
100-year anniversary of the Ohgushi Peerless Respirator
patent, the Ohgushi mask has been on display at the
International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame booth at dive
shows in Orlando Florida, Dallas Texas, and Chicago
Illinois. It will also be on display at Beneath The Sea,
Secaucus New Jersey, April 1–3, The Scuba Show, Long
Beach, California, June 4-5, and DEMA, Las Vegas Nevada,
November 16–19.
In this issue we also say farewell to three giants of
diving who were of great service to their industries and
also to the HDS USA. USN Captain Paul Linaweaver was
the second Chairman of the Society in the very early years,
replacing our founding Chairman Skip Dunham. Paul’s
stature in the military and medical diving communities
reflected great credibility on the young Society as it
struggled to find stability and become self-funded. His
seasoned counsel and focused leadership steered the Society
through some very stormy international seas, and eventually
into some tranquil waters and a promising future.
Advisory Board member Dick Bonin had acquired a
loyal and devoted following from his years developing
Scubapro into the gold standard of American equipment
manufacturing. His position on the Advisory Board was an
endorsement of our mission from the highest level in the
recreational manufacturing industry, and his career was
recognized with the 2009 HDS Diving Pioneer Award.
The HDS USA Advisory Board has always welcomed
non - domestic divers who were accomplished in their
international fields. Switzerland’s Jack Lavanchy was such
a diver. Jack’s career started on the Cote d’Azur in the 1950s
and he evolved into arguably the most influential diving
industry leader in Europe. His professional relationship with
PADI brought him into regular contact with the American
and Asian diving industry and his world view of a united
industry all working for the common betterment of diving
was one of his career hallmarks.
All at the HDS stand on the shoulders of giants to see
our way ahead. Paul, Dick and Jack were just such giants,
and the Society will miss their steady hands and seasoned
counsel as it continues to grow.
		 Leslie Leaney
		 Executive Editor
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IN THE MAIL
Japanese Decompression Device

Dewey Bergman and SEALAB

Dear Leslie,
Recently I was going though some old material in my office
and came across what is shown in the photographs. I cannot
remember when I was given this but it is at least 40 years old. The
main part of it consists of a plastic base to which are affixed three
sealed soft plastic and numbered rectangular plastic containers.
Inside each container are three sealed cells which originally
were filled with a gel-like substance, now long gone. The large
rectangular sections are about 4 x 1 centimeters. The internal
cells are a little less than 1 cm3. The printed label is not of much
use in deciphering how this is used, except that it was
obviously for use in diving. From the label it must be
Japanese in origin. I surmise that it was to be used for
deciding what decompression schedule was to be used.
In the late 70s and early 80s there was some research
being done in using the formation of bubbles in gels
to determine the safety of decompression schedules. I
surmise that this was an attempt to apply this method to
practical diving. However the label makes little sense to
me, as working for 3 ATA for 3 hours should not require
any complicated decompression. In addition, bubbles
are not expected until decompression begins, a little late
to decide what schedule should be used.
I am hoping that one of our members may know
something about this strange device.

Dear Leslie,
I was extremely happy to open up issue 79 which featured SEALAB.
The first thing I saw was a photo of my friend Dewey Bergman.
I knew Dewey in San Francisco and he was starting Sea & See.
His office was on a boat in the Berkeley Marina. He said he was
looking for a place in S.F. and a couple of weeks later I told him
about a warehouse that was being converted into office spaces. He
went over and took a space overlooking S.F. Bay. I also worked on
Man/Sea 70 and Man/Sea 72 with both Dewey and Al Giddings.
Dewey was a real gentleman and all around very nice guy. A little
further in was a great article on SEALAB. In 1970 I got to
tour SEALAB at Mare Island Naval Station while it was
getting ready to be mothballed. A friend, a Navy Capt.
M.C., arranged the tour for three of us. SEALAB was
sitting in a parking lot and even without half of it valves
etc. it was still exciting to see. It was a great experiment
and set a lot of records. One of my favorites wasn't
mentioned in the article (I my have missed it). A very
unusual telephone call, from Navy Aquanaut Rick Gregg,
205 feet below the surface of the Pacific Ocean talked
to a Frenchman in Jacques Cousteau's Conshelf III, 330
feet below the surface of the Mediterranean Sea. A long
distant and deep telephone call. Keep up the good work!
I enjoy the magazine every time it comes out.

James Vorosmarti

docvoro@verizon.net

Jack C. Stewart, Santa Clarita, California
Editor. Our apologies to Jack for not publishing this earlier. It got
misplaced in our files.

The Tony & Yvonne Pardoe
Collection of
Diving Helmets and Equipment
Internationally known as one of the
world's largest private collections.
To be offered for auction in
Bearnes Hampton & Littlewood's
Maritime Sale 15th & 16th June 2016,
Exeter, Devon, England.
For further details please contact
Brian Goodison-Blanks
bgb@bhandl.co.uk • www.bhandl.co.uk
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Celebrate the
Anniversary
of

70th

La Spirotechnique
and

Aqua Lung
and
Northwest Diving History
Join us at the Foss Waterway
Seaport, Tacoma, Washington
September 23rd and 24th
Admission $35/person
Banquet $55/person
HDS Members & students ask for your 15% Discount
Contact HDS USA, 503-835-0700 • hds@hds.org
or send payment to:
HDS Banquet, P.O. Box 366, Amity, OR 97101

Photo: Kevin Scott OKA

Speakers include:
• Franck Machu, Frederic Dumas biographer
• Floyd Holcom, SV Salvage Chief Historian
• and others...
On Display:
• Historic La Spirotechnique and Aqua Lung Equipment
• Northwest debut of the Nick Icorn Collection
• SV Salvage Chief Memorabilia
• Northwest Diving History
Local events and film show in the weeks prior to the conference.
Watch the HDS website and Facebook page for
hotel information and further announcements.
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Ohgushi’s Peerless Respirator
By Nyle C. Monday
stories still to be told, about the history of
diving technology. This article will briefly
summarize our current knowledge of
the story of this remarkable device with
the addition of some newly discovered
information. It will not repeat every fact
previously uncovered, particularly in Dr.
Sledkov’s remarkable work, and the reader
is invited to refer back to the earlier articles
cited in the bibliography at the end of this
article for additional details.
One of the difficulties in researching
Japanese subjects is the issue of names
and, more specifically, how to read and
pronounce them. Generally Japanese
names are written with surnames first,
then personal name, but for the purposes
of this article they will be written in the
Western style, with personal name before
surname. Romanizing these names, in
whatever order, still presents challenges.
For example, what was formerly
Romanized as “Ohgushi” in the past
would today usually written with a line
over the “O” (indicating a long tone) and
no “h”. In Japanese it is written with the
same character, but the way of Romanizing
it into English has changed. The names
themselves present an even more difficult

EPRON divers practicing the use of the Ohgushi Respirator in the 1930s. From Borovikov's
Illustrated History of Russian Diving, 1829-1940.

O

ver the years, several articles
have appeared in the Journal
of Diving History and other
publications relating to the history and use
of Ohgushi’s Peerless Respirator. Starting
with Captain W. O. Shelford’s original
article, which appeared in the British
magazine Triton, and was later reprinted
in the November 1972 issue of Skin
Diver Magazine, through the revelations
presented by Professor Alexander
Sledkov of the Historical Diving Society
of Russia about the previously unknown
“afterlife” of the equipment in the Soviet
8

Union, more and more of the story has
been revealed. While not all questions
have been answered and research is
continuing, the true significance of this
remarkable invention has become so
clear that this year Ohgushi’s equipment
and the three men responsible for it –
Riichi Watanabe, Kanezo Ohgushi and
Kyuhachi Kataoka – have been inducted
into the International Scuba Diving Hall
of Fame. This long overdue recognition ,
coming over 100 years after the event, is
a welcome development and illustrates
that there is still much to be learned, and
The Journal of Diving History

Kyuhachi Kataoka, the refiner and most famous
user of Ohgushi equipment.
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problem. Most Japanese personal names
consist of two or more characters, and each
character can be pronounced in anywhere
from two to literally dozens of ways.
Trying to decide which combination of
sounds is the correct one for a particular
individual can be challenging even for
native Japanese, and most would chose the
version that “sounds right.” Even today
in Japan, when someone is introduced
who has an unusual name, the person will
often trace out the characters of his name
with his finger on his open palm so the
listener can literally see how it is written.
This problem has particularly appeared
in the case of the names of Kyuhachi
Kataoka and Kanezo Ohgushi. Some
contemporary English language writings
use the first name YUMIhachi, “yumi”
being another reading of the character

The Ohgushi equipment being tested off Shikoku in 1922. Photo courtesy of Faustolo Rambelli.

which can also be read as “kyu.” This
writer has been unable to find a definitive
answer to how Kataoka pronounced his
name, so he is relying on the records of
the Library of Congress in pronouncing
it “KYUhachi.” Both “kyu” and “yumi”
mean “bow” (as in bow and arrows) and

Taking a dip at the Soviet dive school. From Borovikov.
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“hachi” means “eight,” implying that
the person is as strong as eight bows. Yet
even this is not the complete meaning,
as “eight” also has a connotation of
infinity. Similarly, the characters used
in Ohgushi’s personal name could be
read “KINzo” or “KANEzo” leading
to yet another uncertainty. Such are
the difficulties of researching in other
languages, and the writer apologizes in
advance if his educated guesses, even
though corroborated by native speakers,
are incorrect.
The Ohgushi Respirator was invented
by Riichi Watanabe of Kyushu, Japan.
Watanabe was a fisheries expert and
established the Takashima Cultured
Pearls Company in Nagasaki Prefecture
sometime after 1904. The motivation for
the invention was, quite naturally, the
search for a more efficient method of
gathering mother of pearl shell for use
in cultivation. Prior to this time there
were two choices available, either using
traditional breathhold divers or divers in
traditional heavy gear. Breathhold divers
were nimble and efficient, but limited to
a relatively brief duration under water on
each dive. Heavy gear had the advantage
of depth and time expended under water,
but was relatively clumsy, expensive,
and required a good deal of equipment
and crew to support the diver. Watanabe
hoped to develop some type of equipment
which would fill the gap between these
two extremes. For assistance he turned
to Kanezo Ohgushi, a blacksmith and
9

The Admiral Nahkimov, one of the last known major salvage operations accomplished with the Ohgushi Respirator.

machinist, and between the two of them
they designed a set of equipment which
was both lightweight and versatile –
Ohgushi’s Peerless Respirator.
The original version of the equipment
offered the diver the possibility of operating
with either a surface supply system, via a
hose and pump, or by breathing from a tank
worn on the back. Both versions were a vast
improvement on the methods previously
used, as even when using the surface
supplied version, the equipment was much
lighter and better suited to the smallerframed Japanese divers. Moreover, only a
single tender was needed on board the boat
to operate the smaller than normal pump.
This meant reduced costs, smaller boats,
and the opportunity to cover a greater
amount of territory more quickly. The
drawback to this initial version was that to
bring new compressed air into the mask,
the diver had to manually operate a valve
on the mask’s left side. Air would then
go into the mask which the diver would
inhale through the nose, then exhale into
the water through his mouth (as only the
eyes and nose were covered by the mask).

10

In effect, the divers were still breathhold
diving. They would inhale, hold their
breath as long as they could, then exhale
and press the valve to introduce more air
into the mask. While this greatly extended
the time underwater, it was inefficient as
the diver had to use one hand to operate
the air valve.
Evidence exists that this changed
around 1916, when Watanabe met
Kyuhachi Kataoka. Kataoka, born in 1884,
was a true diving professional, and saw
the potential of the fledgling respirator
for both fisheries and salvage work.
Working with Watanabe, they developed
the second and third type air valves for the
mask, both of which operated by biting
down on a bulb or duck-bill type valve to
automatically release air into the mask.
This freed the diver’s hands for work, and
truly brought the device into its own. Over
the next year, Kataoka conducted tests on
the improved equipment while working in
the Nan’yo Gunto, the mandated islands
captured from Germany in WWI and
occupied by Japan until the end of WWII.
This resulted, in 1918, with the founding
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of the Tokyo Sensui Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha (literally “Tokyo Diving Industry
Company, Inc.”) which was rendered on
their English language advertising as the
“Tokyo Submarine Industrial Company.”
This firm not only manufactured and sold
the Ohgushi Respirator, but also provided
training in its use and conducted salvage
and other operations utilizing the gear.
Kataoka and Watanabe were not
only interested in civilian uses for the
Ohgushi Respirator, but also recognized
how useful it could be for military uses as
well. Navy divers, engaged in salvage and
ship husbandry, needed different types of
equipment for different types of tasks, and
the two felt that their invention could well
be of use. For that reason, in October 1918,
they demonstrated the use of the gear
for Imperial Navy officials in Yokosuka
harbor. They received a very positive
reaction and, according to their own
advertising, Ohgushi’s Peerless Respirator
was subsequently “adopted in each and
every Naval station.”
When not promoting the gear itself,
Kataoka busied himself with actual salvage
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operations. In 1918 and 1919 he took on
two jobs that served to greatly enhance
the reputation of the equipment. First, he
undertook the salvage of the Dutch ship
Calendar, which had sunk just outside
the entrance of the harbor at Nagasaki.
Although in nearly 200 feet of water, this
work was successfully completed. The P &
O steamship Nile was his next target. This
ship, on its way to Kobe from London,
ended her voyage on the fog-shrouded
rocks off Awashima. Kataoka and his crew
managed to retrieve most of the cargo from
a depth of about 120 feet without serious
incident even though the waters were
considered somewhat treacherous.
One of the first international notices of
the Ohgushi Respirator came as the result
of a 1921 article written by Umberto Cugia
di Sant’ Orssolla for the Italian magazine
La Marina Mercantile Italiana. While in
Japan, the author witnessed the equipment
being used for gathering coral off the
island of Shikoku. Diving at depths of 100120 meters, the performance of the divers
was so impressive that the Italian stated
that “Mr. Watanabe has turned on its head
the principles of all theories regarding the
relation between the human body and
hydrostatic pressure.” While this was, of
course, an overstatement, it is apparent
by its tone that the mask was truly a

revolutionary device quite unlike anything
seen before.
In 1922 Kataoka had the opportunity
to introduce the use of the Ohgushi
Respirator into the pearling grounds of the
Torres Straits. At the invitation of several
Japanese businessmen, Kataoka and three
of his best divers travelled to Thursday
Island to demonstrate the use of the
Ohgushi Respirator. Under the watchful
eye of Mr. May, Vice President of the Torres
Strait Pearl Oyster Shell Guild, several
successful harvesting dives were made to a
depth of 258 feet in the “Darnley Deeps”, a
pearling area off Darnley Island which was
considered particularly hazardous, having
claimed the lives of many Japanese divers
working in the area. At this same time,
the equipment was observed by Surgeon
Lieutenant Commander G. D. MacIntosh
and several other officers from the British
sloop H.M.S. Fantome. MacIntosh was also
greatly impressed with the equipment and
ultimately wrote a glowing piece about it
for the Journal of the Royal Naval Medical
Service in which he praised its simplicity
and usefulness. All this served to create an
interest in the equipment and a contract
was drawn up between the Guild and
Kataoka for the purchase and use of the
mask. Sadly, what could have proved to be
the “break out” moment for the Ohgushi

Another view of the 1922 tests off Shikoku. Courtesy Faustolo Rambelli.
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Respirator, was never to be. British diving
equipment manufacturers, hearing of
the potential rival, began an opposition
campaign, eventually leading to a strike,
and the Guild was pressured into cancelling
the contract with Kataoka.
In spite of this setback, Kataoka soon
embarked on his biggest profile operation
yet. After several years of research, he and
his new organization, the Nippon Shinkai
Kogyo Sho (“Japan Deep Sea Industry
Company”), set off to salvage a shipment
of 200,000 Pounds Sterling worth of British
Gold Sovereigns lost when the S.S. Yasaka
Maru was sunk by a German U-boat on
December 21, 1915. Gathering a team of
his best experts, including divers Jutaro
Yamauchi, Kenkichi Ishii, Tatsuzo Oba,
Wakamatsu Shindo, Saburo Akamine,
Seisho Toe and Fukutaro Nagao, they
quickly located the wreck in 70 meters of
water in the Mediterranean northeast of
Port Said in early 1925. The operation was
not without dangers, and one diver was
tragically lost, but after 68 days of actual
diving, some 99,991 of the gold coins were
recovered. This was a stunning success,
and Kataoka and his crew returned to
Kobe as heroes. The operation was carried
in the world press, and many offers came
pouring in for future ventures. An article
in the 1929 edition of the Japan Year Book,
recounting the effort, stated that “the
Captain’s [Kataoka] success was entirely
due to the special Ohgushi patented
apparatus which was patented in Japan
and 12 other countries and improved
to the present state of efficiency by the
Captain after nine years’ investigations.”
One of the offers Kataoka received was
from the Soviet government. During the
Crimean War of 1854, a British steamer, the
S.S. Prince, was sunk when a tremendous
gale struck her at anchorage in the bay
off Balaclava. Her cables soon parted and
she was hurled onto the rocks where she
quickly sank with only seven survivors out
of a crew of 150. With her sank much of the
equipment and munitions that the British
sorely needed in their siege of Sevastopol,
but these were not what was stirring the
interest of the Soviets over 70 years later.
What was of interest was the persistent
rumor that the Prince was also carrying the
pay for the entire expeditionary force in
the form of some 60,000 Gold Sovereigns.
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The new, cash-strapped Soviet government
could use this money, and so they had
developed a plan to hire Kataoka and his
team to undertake the operation for them.
In 1926 a contract was signed between
a Soviet agency called EPRON (short
for “Expedition for Underwater Works
of Special Purpose in the Black Sea”)
and Kataoka’s Nippon Shinkai Kogyo
Sho to undertake the salvage operation.
The terms of the agreement stated that
the Japanese were to receive 40% of the
recovered gold as payment, but that
they were required to leave their diving
equipment behind when they completed
their work. Most of the work took place
during 1927, but despite an intensive
search, the only gold which was recovered
was in the form of seven gold coins. When
the contract expired in November of that
year, the Japanese were duly paid their
share of four of those coins and sent on
their way, minus all their equipment.
Ultimately it was discovered that it was
not the fault of the Japanese team that the
gold was not found – the gold had been

removed from the ship prior to its arrival
at Balaclava.
Through the research of Dr. Sledkov, we
now know that the Ohgushi Respirator took
on a new life of its own in the Soviet Union.
Under the name “Reydow” or “Raid” mask,
it was widely used by the Soviets well into
at least the 1950s and early 1960s. Stelzner
mentions it in his classic German text
Tauchertechnik (1943), and many manuals
and photographs of the equipment being
used for training and operations have in
recent years become available in the West.
Clearly the impact of the Ohgushi apparatus
extended much further than even the
Japanese knew at the time.
The subsequent career of Kataoka
himself is still not clear. It is known,
however, that Kataoka and the Ohgushi
Respirator was involved in another
high-profile salvage operation closer to
home. The Admiral Nakhimov , a Russian
armoured cruiser, was an unfortunate
member of the fleet which met the
Japanese in Tsushima Straits in May 1905
during the Russo-Japanese War. In the

space of less than 24 hours, the Russian
Navy lost eight battleships and four
cruisers in dramatic naval action which
stunned the world. The Admiral Nakhimov
was one of these unfortunates and,
although she was by no means one of the
more important ships, almost immediately
rumors of a huge gold shipment on board
began to swirl about. Unfortunately, as
the ship had gone down in 300 feet of
water, there was little anyone could do
about it at that time. Still, the rumor of
treasure came to the attention of Kataoka
and due to his efforts the wreck was
located in January 1933. Kataoka spent
the next four years diving on the site. It
is clear from contemporary accounts that
the Ohgushi Respirator was at least one
type of diving equipment that was used
in this effort. Another individual, Akiyuki
Suzuki, took up the project – whether
with or without Kataoka at that point
is not known-- and work on the wreck
continued from 1937 to 1942, with the
divers methodically working their way
through the tangled wreckage with little

The S.S. Yasaka Maru in an official NYK photograph.
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Cover of the "Japan Times" telling of sinking of the NYK liner Yasaka Maru, sunk by
a German U-boat in WWI.

success. Eventually the operation was
suspended due to the Second World War.
In February 1944, however, the Japanese
government ordered Suzuki to resume
work, presumably to obtain gold with
which to support Japan’s floundering
war effort. It was a matter of too little
too late, however, and pressure from
American air raids brought operations
to a halt once again.
The memory of gold is a persistent
one, however, and in 1953 Suzuki once
again began to plan how he might recover
the now legendary gold. In partnership
with an American corporation, the Pacific
Far East Salvage Company, a team was
assembled and diving began once again.
A letter from a Mr. Swatosh, a member
of the American firm, to his shareholders
makes it clear that once again the Ohgushi
Respirator was put to work:
“We arrived at the salvage ship at 1130
hours on 8 October. The salvage ship is a 56
foot converted diesel fishing boat of about
35 tons, with a 14 foot beam. The ship was
at anchor and there was an air of relaxed
waiting aboard, with very little evidence of
activity. We went aboard and I asked Mr.
Hamada, Chief Engineer, why they weren’t
diving. He took me to the rail of the ship
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and pointed out a piece of chalk line that
extended out from the ship at an angle
of about 60 degrees. He explained that
there was a weight on the end of the line
to determine the amount of tide. He said
that if the surface wind remained as it was
they would be able to start diving in about
two and one half hours. Then we lowered
a weighted 6 inch white disk into the water
to determine the clarity and we could see
it at 85 feet which, he said, was better than
usual. By 1300 hours the chalk line had
sunk to an angle of about 20 degrees and
the conditions were determined suitable
for diving. We spectators were moved into
the Captain’s quarters for our own safety,
the anchor was weighed and the process of
placing the ship over the wreck was begun
by lines to each of the four anchors. By
slacking off on any line and taking in on the
opposite one it was possible to move the
ship to the exact spot desired…
I noted the divers on their raised
platform aft getting dressed for their
dives. Each diver put on two or three
pairs of white coveralls. Some divers
wrapped a thin blanket around their
torso between the pairs of coveralls. They
wore Japanese sneakers and white knitted
gloves. Honestly, if I had not observed the
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diving with my own eyes I would have
found it extremely difficult to believe.
But, there I was watching a man prepare
to go down more than 300 feet. Two
men lifted up a heavy semicircular lead
belt which was secured to the front of
the diver’s waist and supported by web
suspenders. They placed a folding knife
in his breast pocket, and handed him a
face mask which covered only his eyes
and nose, and looked like the ones they
use on the coast in the U.S. for underwater
fish spearing. There was a small tube
connected to each side of the mask and to
a valve that was held in the mouth. The
air tube to the surface was connected to
this valve. By biting on the valve the air
was released into the mask. The theory of
Mr. Suzuki on deep diving is that below
180 feet a suit is more of a hindrance than
a help because it prevents the water from
keeping equal pressure on all parts of the
body. He has lost no divers in many years
of operations. As the diver is lowered, the
pressure of the air he breathes is increased
as the water pressure increases on his
body. After a briefing on the situation
blackboard the first diver went over the
side and started sliding down the lead-in
rope. The man at the rail called out the
depths marked on the line secured to the
diver, and Captain Kagimoto sat with one
hand on a valve regulating the pressure of
the air the diver was breathing. At 320 feet
he was breathing air at a pressure of 200
pounds per square inch. In two minutes
the diver was on the bottom and starting
his work. He made a survey of the after
deck and secured another lead-in line to
a predesignated beam. In four minutes
he signaled to come up. The reverse
procedure went into effect, with six men
hauling in on the line and three men on
the air hose, with the captain, standing by
the air valve, reducing the pressure as the
man came up. The diver climbed aboard,
removed his mask, and began to talk.
The next diver down placed a charge.
The charge was fired electrically and the
next man surveyed the damages and
reported results. One 5- by 7-foot deck
plate was knocked loose and also a brass
porthole cover which was brought up by a
later diver.”
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This account is the last that we
currently have of Ohgushi’s Peerless
Respirator being used in a major operation.
Given its widespread use in the past, it no
doubt lingered on, perhaps even into the
present day. Kyuhachi Kataoka passed
away at his home on October 2, 1958,
having taken a fledgling technology and
used it to great advantage for purposes of
both commerce and salvage. While much
still remains to be learned of him, and of
Riichi Watanabe and Kanezo Ohgushi, a
more complete picture of these pioneers
is gradually coming clear, and a little
known yet significant contribution to the
history of diving technology becomes a
documented part of our collective past.

Ohgushi shiki sensuiki
The first two characters, left to right, say “Ohgushi”,
the third character “shiki” (model) and the last three
“Sensuiki” (diving apparatus)

©2015 The International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame. All Rights Reserved. Photo by Trent Schultz.
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Editor’s Note: A recent discovery has made it possible, for the first time, to reproduce the entire text of Key To The Treasury Of The Deep: Ohgushi’s
Peerless Respirators, Unrivalled in the World. This unique undated booklet, upon which Captain Shelford based his original article, was published by
the Tokyo Submarine Industrial Company around 1920, and provides the basis for much of what we now know. It has become something of the “Holy
Grail” on the subject, and this writer has been seeking a copy in public and private collections around the world (including Japan) for a number of years
without success. Yet persistence does indeed pay off, and a copy has been located far closer to home than might have been expected. Even more
surprisingly, it is precisely the same copy that was used by Captain Shelford, as is evidenced by the unique signs of damage on the front cover. We take
pleasure in being able to present this valuable text to you in its entirety.
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Key To The Treasury Of The Deep
OHGUSHI’S PEERLESS RESPIRATORS
UNRIVALLED IN THE WORLD
Important Addition to Submarine Work
1. General Explanation

The influence of the Great European War upon the world’s
shipping has been very remarkable, and the fact that the activities of
German submarine-boats caused the sacrifice of so many precious
lives and valuable vessels is indeed a great loss to the world. The
repeated casualties on the sea have stimulated the interests of
the salvage work as well as the rapid development of submarine
appliances, the principal mission of which is to do the very work.
The improvement made in the construction and use of submarine
appliances has brought about their practical applications in various
directions. It has revolutionized not only the marine salvage work,
but also fishery at large, and thus there has been done no little
contribution to the development of marine business.
However, these diving apparati are of too great size, and the
diver needs too heavy a suit of clothes, causing thereby a great
resistance against water, which hinders the freedom of actions

of the diver in the water. Especially where the current is rapid
his freedom is, in no small measure, restricted. Moreover, the
apparati can not stand the heavy pressure of water. With them
to do the work under the depth of 150 feet of water is almost
impossible. According to the latest report from America the
diving apparatus invented by Mr. Charles H. Jackson was used
under the depth of 360 feet of water outside Boston Harbor, and
that invented by Mr. Leavitt is said to have made the international
record of 361 feet in Great Traverse Bay, but judging from the
dress and other things used by the diver, they are not fit for the
practical use. It requires many years before they are brought to
perfection. The Ohgushi’s Breathing Apparatus (diving machine)
of our company is of the invention of a Japanese. It is the newest
machine patented not only in Japan, but also in Europe and
America, and is provided with all the arrangements wanting in the
other kinds of diving machines. It is not too much to say that it
holds the unique position among diving machines of the world.

Fig 1. The Front and Back Views of Patented Ohgushi’s Breathing Apparatus.
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Fig 2. View of Ohgushi’s Breathing Apparatus Connected with Patented Watanabe’s
High Pressure Air Pump and Rubber Hose.

Fig 3. View of Ohgushi’s Breathing Apparatus Directly Connected with a Compressed Air Bottle
of 1,000 Litres Cubic Capacity at 150 Atmos.
First Quarter 2016, Volume 24, Number 86
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Fig 4. The Front View of a Diver Full Dressed and Connected
with the Air Pump.

Fig 6. The Front View of a Diver Dressed in a Diving Suit and
Connected with a Compressed Air-Pump.
18

Fig 5. The Back view of a Diver Full Dressed and Connected
with the Air Pump.

Fig 7. The Back View of a Man Dressed in a Diving Suit and
Connected with a Compressed Air Pump.
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Fig 1. Represents the Ohgushi’s Breathing Apparatus. It is
to be fastened to the face of a diver and is to be used
for breathing the air which is sent into the mouth of the
operator. There are two ways of sending air. The one is by
means of a pump, and the other is by compressed air.
Fig 2. Represents Watanabe’s Air-Pump for the diving apparatus
(patented). It is a high pressure pump capable of sending
air of 200 atmos. It can be used for sending air of high
pressure continuously from the ship above the water into
the diver at work in the deep sea.
Fig 3. Represents a steel bottle for compressed air. It holds 1,000
litres of compressed air at 150 atmos. The diver can carry
it himself and the air pressure in the bottle can freely be
adjusted for his own use in accordance with the depth of
water by means of a reducing valve. The amount of 1,000
litres of air will last for twenty minutes at the depth of 300
feet of water, and forty minutes at the depth of 60 or 70 feet
of water, and easily one hour at the depth of 50 feet.

1. The simplicity of the machine construction and facility of its
handling.
2. As the weight and the bulk of the dress are little, its resistance
against the current is small, so that the operator can do his
work freely and easily.
3. After only a Week’s practice even a beginner is able to dive
down into the depth of 150 feet of water.
4. The diver can go down to the depth of over 300 feet of water
to do his work, and moreover, he is nearly free from possible
attack of any disease which divers are liable to suffer from.
5. The diver can prepare himself for the work in only two or
three minutes.
6. The diver invested with the suit can get into or out of a narrow
place easily.
7. There is absolutely no risk whatever for the diver even where
he holds his head down.

Fig 4. Represents the front view of a diver dressed, being supplied
with air by means of a pump.

8. No risk of injuring the health of the diver even though he may
be engaged in a continuous work for many days.

Fig 5. Represents the back view.

9. In the case of being provided with compressed air a single
boat can set several divers at work at the same time, and all
the other working hands other than the rope-holder can be
dispensed with.

Fig 6. Represents the front view of a diver carrying compressed
air.
Fig 7. The back view.

10. No expensive rubber suit is needed, but the ordinary suit of
common working dress, working socks, and gloves.

2. Experiments and their Effects
1. The experiment made in October, 1918, upon the diving
apparatus of Yokosuka Harbour in the presence of the
Naval authorities by their request won high favour, and by their
requests the machine was adopted in each and every naval
station.
2. The machine was employed during the years extending from
1918 to 1919 in the taking in to parts the Norwegian vessel
Calendar sunk to the bottom of the sea outside Nagasaki
Harbor at a depth of 200 feet of water and accomplished its
object to the satisfaction. Another successful employment of
the machine was made in taking into parts the English vessel
Nile at the depth of 200 feet off the coast of Yamaguchi
prefecture in 1919.
In July of 1919 by the request of the Kobehi prefectural
authorities, three different experiments were made upon the
diving machine in the presence of local prefectural authorities,
members of the Fishery Association, journalists and others, and
obtained the following results:
No. of Exp’t.
1st
2nd
3rd

Place
Depth Time
Off Ashizuri-zaki
282 ft.
Off Kanoh-zaki
324 ft.
Do.
284 ft.

10’ 10”
9’ 10”
15’ 00”

Afterward we succeeded in collecting corals at the depth of
375 feet of water in the same prefecture.
In general, the features of our diving machine consists
of the following points;
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Notes to People Engaged in Salvage Work
and Fishery at Large
The diving work in our country is still in a primitive condition
and the sphere of practical application of the diving machine is
very narrow.
We can only find its application in the marine salvage work
or in up-hauling the articles found in the bottom of the sea, and
there are very few occasions which are availed by those who
engage themselves in fishery. Many reasons may give rise to
these effects, but the high cost of ordinary machines is the
principal one.
In the worldly renowned fishery country like Japan practical
instants of making use of the machine are very numerous. The
collection and cultivation of pearls, collection of corals, sea-ears,
kelps, and so forth are some of them. Yet it is a matter of regret
that the machine is still not in general practical use.
We urgently hope, with the diving machine of the aforesaid
special characteristics, to carry on the work independently. Yet,
as it is rather a hard task for us to conduct various kinds of the
promising work by ourselves all alone, we wish to cooperate with,
or request the assistance of other partners in the work, in order to
unlock the precious treasury of the deep.
The industrial firms patronizing our machines which are the
powerful addition to the instruments used in submarine industry
and wishing to extend their sphere of activities are cordially
requested write to us informing the kinds of their work, addresses,
actual conditions and other particulars, so that we may render
them any possible assistance which is at our command.
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Directions for the USE of Ohgushi’s
Breathing Apparatus

When diving with the supply of air by means of a pump:

There are two instances in which the apparatus is used.
1. When diving with the supply of compressed air.
2. When diving with the supply of air by means of a pump.
When diving with the supply of compressed air:

Preparation
Buckle the knapsack to the air bottle of 1,000 litres at 150
atmos. Attach the reducing valve to the stop valve at one end
of the bottle. Examine the pressure of air contained in the bottle
by means of the gauge. Exchange the gauge with the screw-lid
and attach the diving to the mouth of the air-bottle, and carry the
whole thing on back of the diver. In order to balance the weight of
the front and rear of the diver and to increase his weight, fasten a
piece of lead weighing about 20 pounds to his front loins.
Adjust the mask to the face so as to fix the inner protruding
part of it to the mouth of the diver, and turning the both ends of
the rubber strings to the back of the diver’s head where they are
to be fastened together. (See Fig. 6 & 7)
In order to breathe, open the stop-valve of the tank and then
adjust the current of air properly by the reducing-screw of the
valve so as to complete the diving preparations.

Method of Breathing
When the diver bites the inside protrusion of the mask, the
current of air will pass inside the mask from its side. The quantity
of air taken into the mask varies in accordance with the strength
and duration of the bite. It will be best to adjust beforehand the
amount of air by T-shaped adjusting screw. The air should be
breathed in through the nose and be exhaled into the water from
the mouth of the diver. Should it be difficult to adjust the valve
with the mouth of the diver and be hard to breathe on account of
the air current being stopped or too much air being sent
in, just pinch the upper end of the valve and wiggle it up and
down to attain the proper adjustment.

Preparation
Attach the diving mask to the end of the hose connected
with the pump, and fix the mask to the face of the diver so that
he may bite the inside protrusion of the mask, and fasten both
ends of the rubber strings at the back of the head. As the mask
is not heavy enough to keep the diver down in the water, it is
necessary for him to carry about 30 pounds of heavy weight
about his loins.

Method of Breathing
Though it is nearly the same as when the aforesaid tank is
used, yet as there is no reducing valve attached to this pump, the
amount of air should be adjusted with the strength and duration
of the bite of the diver on the inside protrusion of the mask. But
the pumper may generally adjust properly the amount of air which
is to be sent to the diver by his constant watching at the gauge of
the pump in accordance with the depth of the water.
The pressure of atmosphere sent in by means of the pump is
regulated by the following standard.
Depth
25 ft.
75 ft.
150 ft.
250 ft.

Pressure
20 lbs.
60 lbs.
120 lbs.
200 lbs.

Depth
50 ft.
100 ft.
200 ft.
300 ft.

Pressure
40 lbs.
80 lbs.
160 lbs.
240 lbs.

Remarks
There is no special style of diving-suit to be worn by the diver
donned with the machine, yet in order to keep him at a proper
temperature and to allow him a complete freedom of actions in
water, a suit of woolen under-wear, working clothes and rubbersoled canvas shoes are recommended to be the best outfit.

The End

Important Remarks
1. The allowance of air for the breathing
purpose is accelerated in proportion
to the depth of the water, so that the
diver should adjust the amount of air to
his own requirements by means of the
reducing valve in accordance with the
depth of the water.
2. The duration of diving by using the
compressed air-bottle of 1,000 litres at
150 atmos is about 40 minutes at the
depth of 75 feet of water.
The amount of consumption of
air varies a little with each diver, but in
general, for an expert, two or three
breaths will be sufficient in a minute.
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The Cayman Islands Announces
2016 International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame Inductees.
Individuals Recognized for Outstanding Contributions to the Dive Industry
This year’s inductees include Bob Barth, Dr. Joe MacInnis, Ramón Bravo, Stuart Cove
and Philippe Cousteau, Sr. Additionally, ISDHF is recognizing Riichi Watanabe,
Kanezo Ohgushi and Kyuhachi Kataoka as Early Pioneers for their early and remarkable
technological contributions to scuba diving.

Philippe Cousteau, Sr.
(France, honoured posthumously)
Esteemed scuba diver, photographer,
filmmaker, author, pilot, and son of famed
adventurer Jacques Cousteau, Philippe
Cousteau, Sr., is best known for his work on
numerous diving documentaries which have
aired worldwide. He also hosted his own
environmental PBS series, “Oasis in Space,”
in 1976. A dedicated world traveller, Philippe
Cousteau Sr., made several contributions to the
fields of diving with the U.S. Navy, National
Geographic and more. He tragically passed in a
1979 plane crash; however, his legacy lives on.
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Stuart Cove (USA)

Dr. Joe MacInnis (Canada)

Stuart Cove has been instrumental to the
preservation of sharks and has made numerous
appearances on the Discovery Channel’s “Shark
Week” series, helping others to understand
the importance of this apex predator. He
founded “Children on a Reef,” an organization
that provides underprivileged children in
the Bahamas a chance to experience the
underwater world. Highly influential in
Hollywood, Calif., Stuart Cove helped to
create publicity and generate exposure for
recreational diving among actors -- teaching
stars worldwide to dive as well as members of
Britain’s royal family. He was on Hollywood’s
“100 Most Influential People” list twice for his
work in television and films, including “For
Your Eyes Only,” “Never Say Never Again,”
“The World Is Not Enough,” “Flipper,” and
“Into the Blue.”

Renowned for his medical contributions
towards the advancement of diving, Dr. Joe
MacInnis is recognized as one of the most
distinguished divers in Canada. He began
his diving career in 1954 and has since led
ten research expeditions alongside marine
scientists. He served as the primary medical
officer on many international diving projects
ranging from diving under the Arctic ice
with Canadian Premier Pierre Trudeau to
early saturation diving with Ed Link, Jon
Lindberg and Robert Sténuit. MacInnis has also
worked alongside director James Cameron on
underwater film expeditions and has authored
ten books in his lifetime.
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Established in 2000, The International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame
(ISDHF) celebrates those who have contributed to the success and
growth of recreational scuba diving through advancements in dive
travel, equipment design and innovation, education and more.
The new honourees will be officially inducted into the esteemed
Hall of Fame during a special awards ceremony and dinner to be
held in Grand Cayman on September 30, 2016.

Bob Barth (USA)
Often regarded as the most famous living U.S.
Navy diver, Bob Barth has been an integral part
of several important U.S. Navy dive programs.
Bob is a pioneer in saturation diving, a unique
dive technique that helps reduce the risk
of decompression sickness while exploring
great depths of the ocean. He also aided in
the creation of the U.S. Navy Decompression
Tables associated with the U.S. Navy’s
Genesis and SEALAB projects, being the only
diver to serve in every one of these habitat
programs. Bob trained NASA astronauts on
sonar equipment used for detecting objects
underwater, and in recognition of his unique
contributions to diving, the U.S. Navy named
their Panama City diver training facility after
him, calling it the CWO Robert A. Barth
Aquatic Training Facility.

Ramón Bravo
(Mexico, honoured posthumously)
Recognized for his extensive contributions to
the diving film and photography industry, and
as a prominent Spanish-language diving author,
Ramón Bravo is one of Mexico’s most famous
divers. An early diving oceanographer and
environmentalist, he maintained a successful
television career promoting his environmental
messages. Most notably, Bravo is recognized for
his photography and study of “sleeping” Tiger
Sharks off Isla Mujeres in the Caribbean, where
he theorized that the sharks were not asleep,
but in fact, cleansing their bodies with fresh
water from the Yucatan river. Among his many
projects, Bravo also photographed and directed
the underwater scenes of the 1989 James Bond
movie “Licensed To Kill.”

EARLY PIONEERS:

Riichi Watanabe, Kanezo
Ohgushi and Kyuhachi
Kataoka (Japan)
In the early 20th century, Riichi Watanabe, a
pearl merchant in Japan was seeking better
equipment for divers. Determined to find a
solution, he worked with Kanezo Ohgushi to
design a self-contained diving system in 1916,
which was later patented in the United States,
England, France and other countries. Kyuhachi
Kataoka carried out both of their work and
founded a company that manufactured Ogushi’s
Peerless Respirator. The Peerless Respirator was
used by several operators during the 1920s for
salvage operations, including one in Russia.

To learn more about the 2016 ISDHF inductees, please visit the following link: www.caymanislands.ky/eventsoffers/scubadivinghalloffame.aspx.
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THE SUBMARINE LENS

Kurt Schaefer’s Cameras
By Sid Macken

A

ny underwater photographer, and many divers, who took
up photography in the 1970’s or earlier will be familiar
with the Calypso and Nikonos cameras (Submarine Lens,
JoDH #57). Compact and rugged these cameras required
no housing so their convenience of use was the same underwater
as on land. They were a breakthrough in camera design, or so
we thought at the time. That was because, the vast majority of us
had not heard of Dr. Kurt Schaefer.
Granted, the Calypso Camera was the world’s first
commercially successful amphibious camera, and the ubiquitous
Nikonos launched many underwater photographic careers.

However, they were not the first amphibious camera to be
introduced to the diving public. That honor rests with Dr. Kurt
Schaefer’s M8/1, an amphibious movie camera based on the
inner workings of a Kodak 8mm camera. The M8/1 was built
in 1946, but the original idea occurred to Dr. Schaefer in 1943
while serving in the German Army. That year, he had built an
underwater housing for the Kodak 8, but soon realized that he
could place the lens and mechanism inside a waterproof body
and have a much more compact camera system. The M8/1
was followed in 1947 by the M8/2 and in 1949 by the 16mm
M16/1. The M16/1 was a more advanced design and had

Schaefer at work with his home made drill press in 1948
24
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interchangeable filters and a built in light meter. Ultimately, Dr. Schaefer
built a 35mm motion picture camera, the M35/1, which used a spring
motor of his design.
Kurt also built housings for still cameras, and it was not long before the
idea of an amphibious 35mm camera became a reality. In 1954, he received
an Austrian patent for just such a camera. Based on a Kodak Retina A camera
lens and shutter mechanism, Kurt’s finished camera was quite intricate.
It incorporated a single lever for cocking and releasing the shutter, and a
unique coaxial shaft system (one shaft inside the other) to adjust the focus
and aperture. Aperture, focus, film advance, shutter release, and exposure
counter were all available to the underwater photographer.
For many years, Kurt worked behind the scenes with Hans Hass,
designing several housings for Hass’s cameras. He and Hass did, however,
differ philosophically. Kurt felt strongly that the amphibious camera
was the way to go, but Hass preferred to use topside cameras housed in
waterproof cases. One notable, and commercially successful housing from
The M8/1 8mm movie camera. This amphibious
camera design predates the French Calypso by
15 years.

An interior view of the M8/1
First Quarter 2016, Volume 24, Number 86

Lotte Hass with Kurt’s amphibious still camera on the cover of
a 1949 magazine
The Journal of Diving History
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Kurt Schaefer’s amphibious 35mm still camera with flash attachment

Kurt’s unique designs were noted by others.
His shutter control system appeared in this
1957 edition of Design News

26
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this collaboration was the Akustiche for
Leica cameras. (Submarine Lens, JoDH #56)
Dr. Schaefer’s cameras were not mass
produced. They were custom built on
order for a small clientele. While Kurt’s
cameras did not become a commercial
sensation, as did the later Calypso and
Nikonos, his designs are notable in many
respects. Both the motion picture cameras
and the still camera predate the Calypso by
a considerable margin. Some of the design
concepts from Dr. Schaefer's cameras
appear in the Calypso and Nikonos. They
incorporated some intricate features, such
as the afore mentioned shutter release, and
they were based on the simple belief that
by making the cameras amphibious, they
could be smaller and easier to use.
Photos courtesy of Franz Rothbrust

The components of Kurt’s still camera

This drawing of the still camera shows the artistic and mechanical detail which Kurt applied to all of his work.
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Visiting Dr. Kurt Schaefer
Ingenious designer of underwater cameras
Honorary member of the Historical Diving Society in Germany
By Franz Rothbrust, President, HDS Germany
Foreword by Sid Macken
With this issue of The Journal of Diving History, we provide some
recognition for a far-sighted but little known inventor, designer, and
builder of underwater cameras and housings. In today's vernacular, he
would be classed as a 'Renaissance Man,' talented in many fields, and his
contributions to underwater photography are quite significant.
The following article is from our friend and President of HDS
Germany, Franz Rothbrust. Franz and fellow German diving historian Dr.
Lothar Seveke travelled to Austria to visit Dr. Kurt Schaefer at his home
in Vienna, and report on what they discovered there. Dr. Schaefer is not
commonly known, even on his home continent of Europe, so Franz’ article
will be prefaced with a little information to help us understand why this
visit and the man are historically important.
Kurt Schaefer first became interested in the underwater world while
a teenager in the 1930’s, looking through a glass-bottomed box at the
underwater world in lakes in his native Austria. Drafted into the German
Army during WWII he was able to pursue sport diving using goggles and
later a face mask. Do-it-yourself became his method of acquiring dive gear,
because none was available otherwise. And it is his DIY capabilities which
make him such a remarkable individual.
During the war he gathered up scrap aluminum and other metals from
downed aircraft and discarded war materials. He then melted the scrap
metal down so he could reuse it to make his camera housings.
Beginning in 1943, Kurt designed and built his own camera housings
and amphibious cameras (see The Submarine Lens in this issue), which
brought him to the attention of Hans Hass. Kurt worked with Hass to
design and build underwater housings, one of which became the Akustiche
housing for Leica cameras. He also accompanied Hass on the first Red Sea
expedition. His designs included swim fins, marketed in 1949 as the HassFlossen (Hass Fins), and the Hass crew can be seen wearing Kurt’s fins in
photos from Hass’s books.
As you will see from Franz’ article, he made much of his own tooling,
and his early housings were manufactured on his parent’s kitchen table.
We extend our thanks to Franz for bringing this remarkable man to
our attention. Dr. Kurt Schaefer deserves recognition for his place in diving
history and in the history of underwater photography.

Image
‘Hass-Flossen’
Courtesy of
Franz Rothbrust
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I

first met Dr. Kurt Schaefer in Spain in the fall of 2014. Despite his
advanced age, he had traveled from Vienna to participate in the
Barcelona Underwater Festival. In March 2015 Dr. Schaefer was made
an honorary member of the Historical Diving Society, Germany in honor
and tribute to his pioneering work in the development and construction
of underwater still and motion picture cameras.
Dr. Schaefer had invited me to visit him at his home near Vienna.
The opportunity for the visit came when the Natural History Museum
of Vienna provided HDS Germany with a ten-year loan of a collection
of documents and artifacts from Hans and Lotte Hass. This collection
was composed of several boxes, which required that we drive to Vienna
to take delivery. Dr. Lothar Seveke and I made the trip and we took the
opportunity to meet with Dr. Schaefer and personally present him with
his honorary membership, and to visit his workshop. Our appetites were
whetted by repeated image-rich descriptions of the shop from Michael
Jung, diving historian and biographer.
Lothar and I are enthusiastic “screwdriver hobbyists,” so we were
very eager to visit Dr. Schaefer at his home and see his workshop. An
architect by profession, after he retired in 1983 Dr. Schaefer earned a
Ph.D. on the history of wooden ships of the Danube. He showed us his
historically accurate model of a 19th century riverboat. Finds from
the Neolithic period (2000-3000 BC) and from medieval stilt houses
which he recovered during archeological excavations in the Attersee and
Mondsee (Austrian lakes) decorate the walls of his office.

Kurt Schaefer (right) explains to Lothar Seveke his model of an ancient
merchant ship. The original was sunk in 1810 near Altenwörth, Austria
on the Danube. In 1975, it was discovered during excavations. The parts
obtained are exhibited in the Maritime Museum in Spitz. There are a
whole range of Schaefer’s models, see [5].
The Journal of Diving History
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Next we went across his yard to an outbuilding
which contains his workshop. It was dark inside
when we entered the small shop, but when he turned
on the lights, we were surprised at the sight. Though
a cramped space (about 20 square meters - 65 square
yards), the shop contained workbenches, cabinets,
and shelves containing beautiful old tools and many
other items. In the center of the shop was an ancient
bench, and a small forge with all its tools (hearth,
anvil, tongs, etc.) stood in one corner. Slowly, while
looking around, we came to realize that almost
all machines in his shop, with the exception of
the electric motors, were home made! The lathe,
milling machine, band saw, and disc sander had
been designed and built by Dr. Schaefer! His only
commercially produced tool was a small drill press.
DIY projects are a tradition with Dr. Schaefer. As
early as 1940, he built his first underwater camera
housings using simple, self-built machines.
Dr. Schaefer led us up a steep staircase to a
small drafting room. Lining the walls were shelves
containing many of his underwater cameras and
housings. Dr. Schaefer spent several hours
Self-made highly detailed block for a model ship with two rotating “wheels” (cable pulleys)  

Kurt Schaefer in his workshop with two riverboat models that he is building for the Maritime Museum in Spitz. The outer planks are, according to the
historic original, sealed with hemp and tar. Both ships were connected with long wooden planks and were used as ferry (double ferry). It was built in
1925 and sank in the Danube River in 1928 under dramatic circumstances.
First Quarter 2016, Volume 24, Number 86
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describing these to Lothar and I in great detail.
As time passed, we realized that there was still
much to see and discuss, so we returned the
next morning. We were very impressed to
see his large format slides (6cm x 6cm/2 1/4"
square) projected on a screen, and to view
images from his 1:1 macro camera. Finally,
he showed us a documentary produced by
Austrian television about him. He also showed
us a film he produced about the 1952 Austrian
“Tyrrhenia Expedition: Lights Under Water”.
Bibliography:
[1] www.bcnunderwaterfest.com/en
[2] https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurt_Schaefer
[3] W. Freihen, Museumsschätzchen, diving history
01/2013, S. 28 ff.
[4] Kurt Schaefer, My Story, diving history 03/2015,
S. 59 ff.
[5] www.schifffahrtsmuseum-spitz.at
Photos by the Author

“In my workshop I have everything I need.”  

A 35mm amphibious camera with flash in the hands of the builder

“I took a deep breath and dove down into the dark cave. In almost total darkness
I pressed my camera frame against the wall and pressed the trigger. Only after
developing the film I could see what I had photographed.” Dr. Schaefer with his
medium format macro camera.

Dr. Schaefer’s homemade
35 mm film camera the
M35/1. All parts except
the lens and the coil
spring, were made by Kurt
Schaefer in his workshop.
The spring drive was
manufactured according
to his specifications.

Dr. Schaefer’s homemade lathe
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HELMETS OF THE DEEP

KIMURA

Castellated four-panel bonnet
Japan
By Leslie Leaney

A

s Nyle has produced an excellent
lead article on the Japanese Oghushi
system for this issue, I thought I
would feature some traditional Japanese
metal craftsmanship which may be of
interest to both historians and collectors.
For several decades diving helmets
made in Japan have been an excellent
resource for many divers seeking an
authentic diving helmet at an economical
price. They are currently in regular
supply on the Internet and available at
prices around US $1,000 - $1,500, which
is considerably less expensive than their
American or European counterparts in
similar condition.
It is generally believed that Japan
started manufacturing helmets in the late
1800’s, based on the original Augustus
Siebe design. These helmets featured a
12-bolt breastplate, interrupted thread
neck ring, a face-plate that unscrews,
and two oval side ports set vertically and
protected by a brass port guard. (Japan
also produced an 8-bolt breastplate in
apparently very limited numbers. Helmets
of the Deep by Leon Lyons, page 270). The
grills on these port guards were often cast
in the shape of a diamond (as shown here)
and were secured to the helmet shell by
threaded bolts attached to the inner side of
the guard frame. The bolts passed though
a matching series of drilled holes around
the port aperture of the bonnet shell, and
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The front view of a Japanese Kimura helmet showing the top castellated brazing line running
horizontally across the crown of the helmet, and a vertical brazing line running down the front-center
of the bonnet.
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Upper left: The back view of the Kimura
clearly showing two vertical castellated
brazing lines either side of the air inlet elbow,
and the top castellated brazing line running
horizontally across the crown of the helmet.
The four individual panels of the bonnet
can be clearly seen in this photo. The fitting
shown in the left side brazing line is for
communications. The neck ring locking gate
is located in the center of the neck rings but
the locking pin and chain are missing.
Lower left: A front-right side view of the
Kimura showing the crown and front
castellated brazing lines.

were secured to the shell from inside the
bonnet by tightening nuts down on them,
which is how Siebe attached port guards to
his helmets.
There were several helmet
manufacturers in Japan, but all their
standard helmets looked basically the
same as the model shown here. To the
western world the best known of these
manufacturers are TOA and Yokohama,
both of who exported their helmets, where
other manufacturers appear to have only
supplied the domestic Japanese market.
The Japanese divers who developed
the California abalone industry used
Japanese helmets and by the 1960’s these
helmets were commonplace in America.
The Japanese who entered the Australian
pearling industry also had Japanese 12bolt helmets, but these breastplates were of
the pearler design.
Like other early international
manufacturer’s, the Japanese hand-formed
their bonnets, but by the 1920’s most of the
major international manufacturer’s had
progressed to machine–formed bonnets.
The Japanese however persisted at their
craft and were still manufacturing handformed bonnets into at least the mid
1960’s. The vast majority of these handformed bonnets followed Siebe’s original
design whereby a single sheet, or panel, of
copper was used to form the whole bonnet
apart from the top.
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A close up view of a
vertical castellated
brazing line clearly
showing the castle
battlement design, and
also the metalsmith’s
planishing marks on
the surrounding
copper panels.

A back-left side view of the Kimura showing the crown and back left
castellated brazing lines.

In the early years of helmet manufacture, one way a bonnet
was formed was by rolling a single panel of copper into the form
of a tube. To complete the round form of the bonnet the two
vertical ends of the single panel were cut in a toothed pattern that,
when placed together, would interlock and form a seal, thereby
completing the round form. This toothed design on the panel
edges is also known as “castellation,” as the teeth also look like
the battlements at the top of an old castle wall.
A craftsman would then braze the two ends of the single
panel together, which would form a brazed castellated line,
sometimes referred to simply as the bonnet “brazing line.” The
bonnet was now in its rounded form. The straight bottom edge
of the formed bonnet would be attached to the helmet neck
ring. The top edges of the formed bonnet were also castellated,
and a second, smaller circular panel of copper was cut to match
these castellation’s, and then brazed in to place to complete the
structure of the bonnet.
This brazing line, where the ends of the copper sheet met,
often ran down the center of the front of the bonnet where the face
port would be installed, or at the center rear of the bonnet where
the air inlet elbow would be placed. These brazing lines are often
easy to see in older helmets that have been stripped of their tinning
and patina, and then polished, as the brazing line is a different color
than the copper sheet. These lines can also be seen on some helmets
that survive in original condition, such as this Kimura.
For reasons that can only currently be speculated, some of
the smaller Japanese manufacturer’s hand-formed bonnets from
four panels of copper, not two. This might have been because all
materials were in short supply during, and post, WWII, and these
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helmets were made from what ever scraps of copper sheet were
available. Larger, complete panels of copper sheet may have been
assigned for other projects.
The Kimura helmet shown here is in original tinned condition
and constructed of four panels of copper sheet, and the castellated
braising lines are quite distinct.
It is difficult to gauge what any future interest the traditional
diving helmet, its history, and its construction, might be. With
the traditional skills of the metalsmith’s of the last two centuries
rapidly disappearing in the wake of new technology, the sort of
craftsmanship on display with the hand formed helmets may well
be become a thing of the past.
For the moment, these Japanese helmets continue to offer a very
economical way of owning examples of these metalsmiths skills.
Author’s note. Just to be absolutely clear, I do not advocate stripping or
polishing helmets. As with numerous other antiques and collectibles, the
historical value of the item is almost always enhanced by leaving it in its
original condition.
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VINTAGE SCUBA

Half A Mile Down With Scuba
by C. P. Gilmore
Popular Mechanics, July 1965

A

s the Electrolung articles by Richard
Walsby and Paul Tzimoulis that we
published in the last issue proved to be
of interest to numerous members, I thought
we would follow them up with an earlier
deep-diving scuba article.
In Richard’s article Notes he referenced the
July 1965 Popular Mechanics article Half
A Mile Down With Scuba, which records details
of Alan Krasberg’s lung, and we are pleased to
reproduce that full original article here.
Alan Krasberg will be familiar to members
partly for his work with Jerry O’Neil on the first
commercial saturation system, Cachalot. The
system’s first commercial application was in
1965 at Smith Mountain Dam in Virginia, and we
published O’Neil’s first hand account of his work
with Krasberg there in issue 75.
Krasberg, O’Neil and Cachalot also
performed the first off-shore commercial
saturation dive, which took place in the Gulf of
Mexico in March 1966, and we again published
O’Neil’s first-hand account of that job in issue 76
of the Journal.
In recognition of their career contributions
to diving technology, both Alan Krasberg and
Jerry O’Neil received the 2014 HDS Diving
Pioneer Award.
The article Half A Mile Down With Scuba
is now over a half a century old. As the author
C. P. Gilmore notes, Krasberg invented the
system four years prior to the article, which
would be 1961, when we would have been
22 years old. At the time that this article was
published the unit had been improved through
four different models. Krasberg’s scuba work
was taking place at the same time the U.S. Navy
were developing their SEALAB project which
was one of the historical forerunners to the
Cachalot system.
I hope you enjoy this 1965 glimpse of
what the future might hold for deep scuba
diving, and Alan Krasberg’s role in it.
– Leslie Leaney
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THE HISTORY OF MANNED
UNDERSEA HABITATS
By Kevin Hardy and Ian Koblick
Following the theme of manned undersea habitats, outposts to explore, work and live in the sea, we continue the series with an
excerpt from Dr. Joseph MacInnis’s informative March 1966 Scientific American article “Living under the Sea”.

Ed Link’s Submerged Portable
Inflatable Dwelling (SPID)
By Dr. Joseph B. MacInnis
Adapted from
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
March 1966

I

n 1956 Edwin A. Link, the inventor of the Link
Trainer for simulated flight training, was engaged in
undersea archaeological investigations. He recognized
that a diver could work more effectively at substantial
depths if he could live there for prolonged periods instead
of having to be decompressed to the surface after each
day’s work. Link set out to build a vehicle that could
operate as an underwater elevator, a diving bell and a
decompression chamber. The “submersible decompression
chamber” (SDC) he designed is an aluminum cylinder
11 feet long and 3 feet in diameter [see Figure 2]. With
its outer hatches closed it is a sealed capsule in which a
diver can be lowered to the bottom. On the bottom, with
the internal gas pressure equal to ambient water pressure
and the hatches open, the SDC serves as a dry refuge from
which the occupant can operate as a free diver. Then, with
the hatches again closed, it becomes a sealed chamber in
which the diver can be decompressed safely and efficiently
on shipboard or during his ascent to the surface. An inner
hatch provides an air lock through which someone else
can enter the chamber (or pass food and other supplies
into it) during the decompression phase.
Early in September 1962, the SDC underwent its
critical test in the Mediterranean Sea off Villefranche on
the French Riviera. A young Belgian diver, Robert Stenuit,
descended in it to 200 feet and lived there for 24 hours,
swimming out into the water to work and returning to rest
in the warm safety of the pressurized chamber. When the
time came to return to the surface, Stenuit did not have
to face hours of dangling on a lifeline or perching on a
platform, decompressing slowly in the cold water. Instead
he sealed himself into the chamber, was hoisted to the
deck of Link’s research vessel, the Sea Diver, and there was
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Figure 1: An underwater dwelling called the SPID (for “submerged, portable,
inflatable dwelling”) was designed by Edwin A. Link as a base of operations
for long dives to the continental shelf, here undergoing a pressure test at
70 feet. In the summer of 1964 two divers occupied the SPID for two days
at 432 feet below the surface.
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Figure 2: Two chambers used in the Man in Sea 432-foot, two-day dive are diagrammed. The “submersible decompression
chamber,” or SDC (left), is an aluminum cylinder II-feet long and 3-feet in Diameter. With the hatches open and the inside gas
pressure equal to the external water pressure, the SDC serves as a diving bell. The SPID (right) is an eight-by-four-foot inflatable
rubber dwelling with a steel frame and ballast tray. Access to it is through an open entry port at the bottom.
First Quarter 2016, Volume 24, Number 86
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decompressed in safety and relative (although somewhat
cramped) comfort.
Link had decided that the second phase of his “Man in Sea” project
would attempt to demonstrate that men could work effectively at 400 feet
for several days. He established a “life-support” team under the direction
of Christian J. Lambertsen of the University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine to undertake preliminary research and supervise the medical
aspects of the dive. Under Lambertsen’s direction James G. Dickson and
I first evaluated the accuracy and reliability of gas analyzers that would
monitor the divers’ breathing atmosphere. In addition to proving out the
system, our experiments showed that mice could tolerate saturation at
(and decompression from) pressures equivalent to 4,000 feet of seawater.
The 400-foot dive required the design of a larger and more
comfortable “dwelling” on the ocean floor. Such a dwelling presents

unusual engineering problems. It must provide shelter and warmth and
be easy to enter and leave underwater, simple to operate and resistant to
the corrosive effects of seawater. The dwelling must be heavy enough to
settle on the bottom but not so heavy that it is hard to handle from the
deck of a support ship.
Link’s unique solution was in effect an underwater tent: a fat rubber
sausage eight feet long and four feet in diameter, mounted on a rigid
steel frame. Deflated at the surface, the “submerged, portable, inflatable
dwelling” (SPID) is remarkably easy to handle: an important advantage
when undersea habitations are established in remote locations. As it is
submerged, the tent is inflated so that its internal gas pressure is equal to
the ambient water pressure. There are no hatches; an open, cuff like entry
port in the floor of the SPID allows easy access and provides the necessary
vertical latitude for variations in the pressure differential. Inside the SPID

Figure 3: The deflated SPID is hoisted over the side of Link’s vessel Sea Diver. One end of the SDC is visible in the left foreground,
with part of the deck decompression chamber beyond it.
44
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and in watertight containers on the frame and on the ballast tray below it
are stored supplies and equipment: gas cylinders and the gas-circulating
system, a closed-circuit television camera, communications equipment,
food, water, tools and underwater breathing gear.
In the 400-foot dive the SPID was to be one of three major pressure
chambers. The second was the proved SDC and the third was a new
deck decompression chamber (DDC). This time the SDC was to serve
as an elevator and also as a backup refuge on the bottom but not as the
main decompression chamber. After a long, deep dive, decompression
takes several days, and it is important that the divers be as comfortable
as possible. An eight-by-five-foot decompression chamber with a fourfoot air lock was therefore secured to the deck of the Sea Diver. The SDC
could be mated to it so that the divers could be transferred to it under
deep-sea pressure. Decompression could then proceed under the direct
supervision of life support personnel.
Early in June 1964, Link and his research group sailed to the Bahamas
to test the three-chamber diving concept. We checked the chambers with
dives to 40 and 70 feet, spending several weeks refining techniques for
handling the SDC and the SPID and coping with potential emergencies.
The exact site for the dive, chosen with the cooperation of Navy personnel
using sonar and underwater television, was a gentle coral sand slope 432
feet deep, about three miles northwest of Great Stirrup Cay.
On June 28 the underwater dwelling, with its vital gear carefully
stowed aboard, was lowered slowly to the ocean floor. When it had settled
on the shelf, the oxygen level inside was adjusted to 3.8 percent, the
equivalent of a sea-level partial pressure of 400 millimeters of mercury.
The inert gas was helium with a trace of nitrogen because there had been
air in the tent to start with. Then the SPID was left, a habitable outpost
autonomous except for communications, power and gas lines, ready for
its occupants.
The next step was to transport Stenuit and Jon Lindbergh, another
experienced diver, to the shelf. As usual, the SDC was placed in the water
at the surface so that the divers could enter it from below. At 10:15 A.M.
on June 30 Stenuit and Lindbergh went over the side and swam up into
the chamber, closed the outer hatches and checked their instruments. At
10:45, still at the surface, the SDC was pressurized to the equivalent of
150 feet with oxygen and helium to check for leaks; one minor leak was
discovered and repaired. At noon the chamber started down, slipping
through the clear purple water toward the deep shelf. When it reached
300 feet, Lindbergh reported the bottom in sight. At 1:00 P.M. the
anchor weights touched bottom and the chamber came to a stop five feet
above the sand. It was just 15 feet from the waiting SPID. During the
descent the SDC’s internal pressure had been brought to 200 feet; now
pressurization was completed. At 1:15 the bottom hatches were opened
and Stenuit swam over and entered the dwelling. Lindbergh joined him
and they began to arrange the SPID for their stay.
At that point Lindbergh reported that the carbon dioxide scrubber
had been flooded and was not functioning. The divers found the backup
scrubber in its watertight container and prepared to set it up as the
carbon dioxide level rose to almost 20 millimeters of mercury. Then they
found they could not get at the reserve scrubber: the pressure-equalizing
valve that would make it possible to open the container was missing.
With the carbon dioxide level rising rapidly as a result of their muscular
exertion, they had to leave the dwelling and return to the SDC. We had
hoped to maintain the diving team on the shelf with a minimum of
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support from the surface, but it now became necessary to send a spare
scrubber down on a line from the Sea Diver. The divers installed it in the
SPID and the dwelling was soon habitable.
Later that evening the divers took over control of the dwelling’s
atmosphere, monitoring it with their own high-pressure gas analyzer and
adding makeup oxygen as required. We kept watch from the surface by
closed-circuit television as Stenuit and Lindbergh settled down for the
night. While one slept the other kept watch, checking instruments and
communications (a procedure that, as confidence in the system increases,
should not be necessary in the future). The water temperature that night
was 72 degrees and the dwelling was at 76 degrees, yet both divers later
reported that the helium atmosphere was too cold for comfortable sleeping.
In the morning the divers swam over to check the SDC, making
sure that it was available as a refuge in case of trouble in the SPID. For
the rest of the day both men worked out of the dwelling, observing,
photographing and collecting samples of the local marine life. While they
were in the water the divers breathed from a “closed” rebreathing system
connected to the SPID rather than from an “open” SCUBA system. An
open apparatus spills exhaled gas into the sea. At 432 feet, under 14
atmospheres of pressure, each exhalation expends gas equal to a sea-level
volume of some seven liters, which would be prohibitively wasteful. Link
had designed a system that pumped the dwelling atmosphere through
a long hose to a breathing bag worn by the diver. Exhaled gases were
drawn back to the dwelling through a second hose to be purified and recirculated. The apparatus worked well except that the breathing mixture
was so dense under 14 atmospheres that the pumps could not move quite
enough of it to meet the divers’ maximum respiratory demand.
During the second evening we carried out and recorded voicecommunication tests with the divers breathing either pure air or a
mixture of 75 percent air and 25 percent helium. Voice quality was
considerably better than in a helium atmosphere, but even 30 seconds
of breathing air caused a noticeable degree of nitrogen narcosis. At
11:00 P.M. the two men bedded down for the second night. They were
disturbed from time to time by heavy thumps against the outside of the
dwelling. It was found that large groupers, attracted by the small fishes
that swarmed into the shaft of light spilling from the open port of the
SPID, were charging the swarm and hitting the dark bulk of the dwelling.
The next day the divers measured the visibility in the remarkably
clear water; they could see almost 150 feet in the horizontal plane and
200 feet vertically. Then they took more photographs and collected
animal and plant specimens. At 1:30 P.M. on July 2 both men were back
in the SDC with the hatches secured. At 2:20, after 49 hours on the deep
shelf, the SDC began its ascent. The internal pressure was maintained
at 432 feet; although the divers were being lifted toward the surface,
they were not yet being decompressed. At 3:15 the dripping SDC was
hoisted onto its cradle aboard the Sea Diver. Now the internal pressure
was decreased to 400 feet to establish a one-atmosphere differential
between the divers’ tissues and the chamber environment and make it
possible for helium to begin escaping effectively from their tissues. Then,
at 4:00, the SDC was mated to the deck decompression chamber, which
was also at a pressure of 400 feet. Stenuit and Lindbergh, transferred to
the deck chamber and we began to advance them to surface pressure at
the rate of five feet, or about 0.15 atmosphere, per hour. With the divers
safe in their chamber another advantage of deck decompression became
evident: mobility. While decompression proceeded the Sea Diver weighed
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anchor and steamed for Florida. By the time it moored in Miami on the
afternoon of July 5 the pressure had been reduced to 35 feet.
During the shallow stages of decompression, breathing pure oxygen
establishes a larger outward pressure gradient in the lung for the inert
gas to be pulled out of the diver’s tissues, thus helping prevent the bends.
Since breathing pure oxygen under pressure for a sustained period can
cause lung damage, Lambertsen had in the past suggested alternating
between pure oxygen and compressed air. We instituted this interrupted
oxygen-breathing schedule when the divers reached 30 feet. Still, we had
one period of concern about decompression sickness. At about 20 feet
Stenuit reported a vague “sawdust feeling” in his fingers that seemed to
progress to the wrists. I examined him under pressure in the chamber.
There were no abnormal neurological findings, but decompression
sickness is so diverse in its manifestations that almost any symptom has
to be taken seriously. Dickson and I therefore recompressed the chamber
one atmosphere and then resumed decompression at the slower rate
of four feet per hour. Finally, at noon on July 6, Stenuit and Lindbergh
emerged from the chamber in excellent condition after 92 hours of
decompression. The important point about saturation diving is that their
decompression time would have been the same if they had stayed down
49 days instead of 49 hours.
Their dive had shown that men could live and work effectively more
than 400 feet below the surface for a substantial period, protected by an

almost autonomous undersea dwelling, and be successfully recovered from
such depths and decompressed on the surface at sea. More specifically, it
demonstrated the flexibility and mobility of the three-chamber concept. It
also emphasized some problems, including the voice distortion caused by
helium and the need for a larger breathing-gas supply to support muscular
exertion. It showed that the control of humidity in an atmosphere in direct
contact with the sea is extraordinarily difficult. The relative humidity in the
chamber was close to 100 percent and both divers complained of softened
skin and rashes. Temperature was a problem, too. Both men preferred
having the chamber temperature between 82 and 85 degrees. In the water,
we realized, heated suits are required to keep divers comfortable even in
the Caribbean Sea.

Author: Dr. Joesph MacInnis currently studies leadership in lethal
environments. He worked on James Cameron’s last three deep-sea science
expeditions, including the DEEPSEA CHALLENGE Expedition. His latest
book, “Deep Leadership: Essential Insights From High-Risk Environments,”
was published by Random House.
The full text of MacInnis’ original Scientific American article is
available for a small fee at: <http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/
living-under-the-sea/>
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COVER STORY

French Flimsies
By Peter Jackson

I

n this issue of COVER STORY, we
present a few more paper covered
books (or should they be called
booklets?) from our French language
collection. As always, they show artists`
impressions of divers on the covers,
engaged in the usual underwater
activities of finding treasure, fighting
sharks or fighting each other. I hope
you like them, because there are many
more to follow.

HALLALI! by Jean de la Hire, A. Fayard & Cie, Paris 1931
48
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LE MYSTÉRIEUX VISITEUR by Claude Renaudy
Editions de Montsouris

LES ÉTRANGES NOCES DE ROULETABILLE by Gaston Leroux
Editions Pierre Lafitte, Paris 1922

LES LAVARÈDE LES TOURISTES SOUS-MARINS
by Paul d’Ivoi, G. Fayard & Cie, Paris

L’ATOLL DES PIRATES by Jean d`Ascain
La Caravelle, Paris 1945
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BOOKS IN DEPTH

The Edison Effect
A PROFESSOR BRADSHAW MYSTERY
Written by Bernadette Pajer
Reviewed by Sid Macken

T

he Historical Diving Society makes every effort to keep
readers of The Journal of Diving History informed about
new books relating to diving history. It is not often that
we look at works of fiction. Also, it is not often that
the HDS is acknowledged as a contributor to such books. That,
however, is precisely the case in regards to The Edison Effect by
Bernadette Pajer. The Edison Effect is the fourth in a series of
detective novels by Ms. Pajer which involve the sleuthing of
Professor Benjamin Bradshaw. At the turn of the 20th Century,
the field of electrical science and engineering is still fairly young,
Thomas Edison and Nikolai Tesla are prominent figures, and
crimes involving electricity are new to police investigators. This
lack of expertise causes Seattle Police detective O’Brien to rely on
Professor Bradshaw’s knowledge in unravelling such mysteries.
Bradshaw is professor of electrical engineering at the
University of Washington, Seattle, a widower with a young son
and a sassy housekeeper. In A Spark of Death, the first book of the
series, the Professor attempts to solve the murder of a colleague
but a critical piece of evidence, a box containing a mysterious
electrical invention, is lost overboard from a ferry as it leaves
its slip on the Seattle waterfront. In The Edison Effect, the good
professor determines to find the missing evidence which puts him
in the position of needing to explore the bottom of Elliott Bay.
Without giving away the intrigue of the story, let me cut
to the part which should interest diving historians. Bernadette
Pajer’s writings are noted for her thoroughness in researching
the subject. Be it the culture of Edwardian Seattle, police
methodology, scientific practices, or diving, her depth of research
brings a time long past back to life. And that is where the HDS
comes into the picture. Ms. Pajer sought out Seattle divers,
the History of Diving Museum, and the HDS for information
on which to build the underwater search for the mysterious
box. Seattle’s waterfront, early dive gear, the character of
early commercial divers, and the underwater environment are
presented in realistic detail in The Edison Effect. You can almost
smell the musty waterfront office of the diving contractor, feel
the wet canvas of the diver’s dress, or hear the clank of the hand
cranked compressor. Her description of diving in Elliott Bay will
be familiar to any Seattle diver. The diving portion of the book
describes a race against time to find the lost evidence, and the
Professor's own adventure in learning to use standard diving
equipment, and...... well, I'll not spoil the mystery.
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Bernadette Pajer’s writing has received critical praise from
many sources but most notably from the Washington Academy of
Science which conducted a peer review and approved her books
for scientific accuracy. The Professor Bradshaw Mysteries are
good reading, entertaining and enlightening at the same time.
Historical accuracy is one of the author’s prime objectives and
she achieves this right down to the mud and gloomy light at the
bottom of Elliott Bay.
Poisoned Pen Press, Scottsdale, Arizona
ISBN: 978-1-4642-0250-6
Hardcover, 6 x 9 inches, 246 pages
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IMAGES IN HISTORY

Student Diver Photograph
By Gary Pilecki

T

his is a paper
photograph of a student
diver in a training tank
wearing a Mark V diving
helmet. The photograph
measures about 6 1/2 X 8 1/2
inches and is dated on the
back January 20, 1939.
On the back is a brief
description stating that the
student diver is practicing
cutting pipes with a hacksaw
underwater, “an ability which
some day may save the lives of
men in a sunken submarine.”
The description does not state
that this is a navy diver, but
I suspect that he is at the US
Navy Deep Sea Diving School
in Washington, DC.
Perhaps the purpose of
the photograph is to promote
the Navy diving school and
careers in diving.
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VINTAGE PATENTS

Bembina and Durand’s

“Micro-Submarine”
By James Vorosmarti, MD

M

elchiorre Bembina and Leone Durand, both of
Palermo, Italy applied for a U.S. patent for a
“Diving Apparatus for Submarine Work” on
20 September 1912. This application, serial 721,375
was accepted and a patent 1.085,009 was issued on
20 January 1914. They referred to this as a microsubmarine in the patent.
At my first glance of Fig 1, I thought this was a
system designed for hull cleaning or inspection, but
on reading the patent I found that it was designed to
roll along the sea bottom. This becomes clear when one
learns that the vertical line on the left is supposed to be
the sea bottom. This is obviously not the sea bottom most
of us know.
The body of the apparatus is made up of three round
metal sections joined together in some unexplained
way and resting in a framework of three metal rings (8)
which are joined together by two tubes (9), again without
explanation of how this was to hold the appliance together
or contain it in the framework. The helmet portion
contains some ports and, according to the narrative,
connections for tubes that provide air to the diver. The
body of the suit has two ball joints with the balls bored
through the centers to allow the diver to extend his
forearms outside the apparatus (Fig. 2). The ball joints
are made waterproof by attaching India rubber sleeves
(25) on the interior of the suit, which extend out over the
forearms and end in an armlet (21) sealed around the
diver’s wrists. These in turn are fastened by two rods (20
& 21), which are attached to a sliding ring (19) inside the
boring of the ball to allow rotation of the wrist. Metal rings
(24) are incorporated into the rubber sleeve. According to
the narrative, to prevent the India rubber cuff from being
forced into the suit by water pressure a space (26) is left
between the ball and the sleeves. This space is to provide
for air to be at ambient pressure to counteract the water
pressure tending to force the sleeve into the suit. The air
for this comes from two collapsible bags contained in the
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metal structure on the back of the suit. The metal structure
has holes bored through it to allow the ambient pressure
to force air through tubes (32) and grooves (33) in the ball
and thus equilibrate ambient pressure with pressure in the
space (26).
Pairs of wheels were mounted fore and aft on the
apparatus to allow the appliance to move along the
sea bottom. The forward wheels were to be mounted
so that the diver could change the direction of motion
through parts (13 & 14). It is totally unclear from the
drawing or the written explanation how this was to be
done. The conglomeration of levers and rods around the
front wheels is not explained and the drawing certainly
does not make this clear. There is no explanation of how
the diver was supposed to propel such a bulky, heavy
apparatus. Since a surface vessel was present to provide
a supply of fresh air to the diver, I presume that it was to
be towed.
There is no explanation of what the function of
the lever at the top of tube (9) is for, nor why it seems
to be connected to the front of the helmet. The large
protrusion from the front of the helmet is not explained.
No communications with the surface are mentioned.
Some parts’ numbers in the narrative are missing from
the drawings and vice versa. The inventors state that the
air hoses are to “establish atmospheric pressure inside
the submarine as well as to provide fresh air to the
diver.” I don’t know what they mean by this as the suit
is obviously designed to be a one-atmosphere appliance.
There must have been a second hose to exhaust the air so
that the fresh air could be pumped through the suit. One
is immediately struck with the similarity to Lethbridge’s
apparatus. As far as I can see the only advantage this
apparatus has over Lethbridge’s is the constant supply
of fresh air which would allow the operator to spend
long times on the bottom. Otherwise I think it is a
heavy ungainly system. I have found no evidence this
apparatus was ever built.
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By Leslie Leaney
A review of recent internet auction results. While every effort is made to accurately describe the lots, vendors’ opinions of what the items are, and
what their condition is, are not consistent. These results are published in good faith for the interest of members, and the HDS and JoDH are not
responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings, or realized prices.

DESCO US Navy Mark V serial number 785, date 12-21-43. Appeared
in very good condition with minimal wear and retaining areas of tinning.
Stated as being all matching numbers. The top and side port guards
looked in new condition with very bright screws. The straps looked as if
they may be new also. Located in Canada, it was listed for $9,350 and the
seller ended the listing as the item was no longer available.

Person, San Paulo, Brazil four
light diamond diving helmet.

This uncommon helmet retained its
original face plate but the original
side and top ports had been
removed and replaced with lexan
ports. There was a blanking patch
at the upper front right of the bonnet
where an exhaust valve may have
been installed. Part of the dress neck
seal looked as though it was still
between the
two neck rings.
It failed to
receive the
required opening
bid of $3,000.

Snead Co. second style of cast iron shallow water helmet, listed, in part, as follows: VERY RARE AND ORIGINAL STYLE 2 SNEAD SHALLOW WATER
DIVING HELMET MADE OF SOLID CAST IRON. The Snead factory was located in Jersey City, New Jersey. Helmets were made between 1900 until 1940. In total,
4 different styles were made. Style one was cast in two pieces. This style is recognizable by its screws on the flange. The second style has a flange also, but no
screws. Both had a large face plate and an air inlet on top of this face plate. These helmets had a weight of approximate 56 pounds (this one weighs 53.4 Lbs ). Front
of mask reads: SNEAD.CO. JERSEY CITY N.J. PATT. PENDING. This one has the owners name painted on the top. The owner was in the merchant marines and this
mask is fresh out of the estate, first time ever offered. The plexi glass face plate is long time gone but can be replaced. All screws and nuts are there. The mask has no
cracks just a smooth even coat of light surface rust that can be blasted if a person wanted to. Listed at $2,200 a Best Offer was accepted.
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Gorski G2000SS diving helmet that

appeared to be in excellent condition. The
listing stated: shows minimal signs of use (a
few slight surface scratches) and has been
stored in a climate controlled environment
(part of a collection). Owner’s manual is
included. If planning to dive this helmet it
should be checked by a technician and
certified. Will need a new rubber neck dam.
Seller/Owner will not be held liable in any
way due to use/misuse of this helmet. Proper
training is essential for diving with this helmet. Helmet will be shipped
double boxed with full insurance coverage using UPS. Sold on a single
bid of $3,500

Morse Diving Equipment Company three light commercial helmet

stated as all matching serial number 4932, circa 1943. No tinning but the helmet
appeared to be in excellent complete condition with very minor wear on the crown
of the bonnet. Sold on a single bid of $6,600.

A. J. Morse & Son Inc. four light helmet with matched neck
rings serial number 1887. A communications elbow was installed

between the face port and the left view port, which gave the helmet a
very odd look. No tinning and a heavy horizontal dent below the air intake
elbow. Missing the bonnet locking device and appeared to have had the
two lashing eyes on the crown cut off. The straps were not original to the
helmet and looked like the Siebe Gorman style. Located in Argentina and
initially listed for $9,999, and again at $9,000, the seller eventually ended
the listing as the helmet was no longer available.
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SCUBA AUCTIONS
By Ed LaRochelle
A review of recent Internet auction results. While every effort is made to accurately describe the lots, vendor’s opinions of what items are,
and what their condition is, are not consistent. These results are published in good faith for the interest of members, and the HDS and
JoDH are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings, or realized prices.

WATCHES

Enicar Sea Pearl 600, circa late
1950’s and into the early 1960’s.
This model was produced before Enicar
manufactured dive watches with adjusting
bezel was tested to 600 feet. This model
came with original case in used but
very good condition. For reference I am
showing the New England Divers watch ad
1960 and 1961 catalogs. Sold $773.
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Omega Seamaster 300 dive watch,
circa late 1950’s. This first generation
Seamaster 300 is another highly desirable
model for the dive watch collector.
Sold $5,778.
Gruen Precision Ocean Chief dive
watch, circa 1960’s. The Ocean Chief
was Gruen’s answer to the popular
Blancpain Fifty Fathom watch. The
Ocean Chief is now also an expensive
and desirable model for the collector.
Listed in book of dive watches from
1960-69. Sold $2,647.
The Journal of Diving History
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SCUBA AUCTIONS
REGULATORS

KNIVES

BioSystems non-magnetic regulator
produced for US Navy, circa 1985.
First hand recall from the company owner
Jack Burt and others involved in the
original assembly confirms there were only
52 non-magnetic sets sold to the Navy’s
EOD teams, and it is their belief (from
memory) that no more that a total of 75
regulators were manufactured.
Sold $700.

Two early regulators. Aqua Lung
Canadian Liquid Air, serial number
1099, circa 1948 to 1950. The serial
number indicates this regulator to be from
the first year of production. A second
Aqua Lung regulator was a “green label,”
serial number 11117, indicating that it is
from late production 1953. Also included
in the Lot were two early Sportsways
Waterlung single hose regulators. The
grand prize in the lot was the Canadian
Liquid Air, a very difficult regulator to find.
Both of the two hose regulators were
missing hoses and mouthpiece assembly.
The Lot sold for $2,600.

Aqua Lung “Navy Type DA” regulator,
serial number 48210, circa 1955 to
1957. The serial number indicates it was
made during the last year of production.
All original but mouthpiece was badly
damaged. Sold $255.

Another Aqua Lung “green label”
serial number 11048, circa 1952-53,
another last year production regulator,
came with non-original hoses and
mouthpiece. Sold $310.
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Puma Capri knife Model 6368, circa
1991. Another high-grade Germanmade divers knife, from the makers of the
famous Puma “FROGMAN.” Auctioned as
new, unused, with original box, papers,
and stickers. Sold $695.

Gerber MK II knife “orange handle,”
of which very few were manufactured,
circa 1971 to 1975. The clip on knife
sheath indicates this one was made for
military distribution Vietnam period and
used by Special Forces diving teams.
Sold $1,750.
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CAMERA AUCTIONS
By Sid Macken
A review of recent Internet auction results. While every effort is made
to accurately describe the lots, vendor’s opinions of what items are,
and what their condition is, are not consistent. These results are
published in good faith for the interest of members, and the HDS and
JoDH are not responsible for any errors in descriptions, listings, or
realized prices.

An Aqua-Cam amphibious camera wih flash attachment,
sold $120

French made Aquaphot housing for Leica or Foca camera,
excellent condition, sold $2806

An early Calypso camera,n serial number in 2900s,
glossy paint finish, with lens cap, sold $395

Another early Calypso camera in the 2900 serial number
range, with sportfinder, very clean, sold $795
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CAMERA AUCTIONS

A camera housing described as originating in Eastern
Europe, possibly homemade for unknown type of camera,
sold $699

Tarzan housing by Beauchat with Foca camera, sold $1200

An Oceanic Hydro Strobe IV housing, with Honeywell Auto
Strobonar flash, and Oceanic Hydro Eye case wirth Strobo-Eye
meter, sold $450

Seahawk Mark III housing for Argus C4 and C44 cameras,
film wind and shutter release controls, sold $282

Oceanic Hydro 8 movie
housing for Super 8 type movie
camera, sold $250
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HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY USA
QUARTERLY REPORT
www.hds.org
By Sid Macken, President

A tribute to Lad Handelman and Bob Kirby

L

ong time HDS members and commercial diving pioneers Bob
Kirby and Lad Handelman were both honored with NOGI
Awards. Lad in 2014 for Distinguished Service and Bob in
2015 for Sports & Education. As neither of them were able to
attend the presentations personally, the Santa Barbara Maritime
Museum Tribute Committee of Greg Gorga, Don Barthelmess, Ed
Stetson and Leslie Leaney, organized an evening event where both
divers could be presented their awards in the company of their
families, friends, and colleagues.
On Friday, January 29th, the floor of the museum was
crowded with well wishers including Kevin McEvoy, Patrick
Leahy, Phil Newsum, Ted Roche, Lee Selisky, Phil Nuytten, Ernie

Brooks, Bev Morgan, Dan Orr, Bob Ratcliffe, and Gene Webb,
among an attendance of over 200 guests.
The HDS staff from the Journal of Diving History produced the
24 page full color Tribute program which included biographies
of Lad and Bob, Resolutions of Appreciation from the County
of Santa Barbara, a bibliography of publications connected
to Santa Barbara Diving History, and numerous messages of
congratulations from the diving industry and friends.
The following evening, a smaller group of HDS members
met at Lad’s home for a more intimate get together, presentation,
and dinner.

HDS members at the Maritime Museum Tribute (L to R) Don Barthelmess, Phil Newsum, Lad Handelman, Dan Orr, and Bob Kirby (being
kept under control) by Leslie Leaney. Photo by Betty Orr
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HDS Board Chairman Dan Orr took this opportunity to
present Bob Kirby with the HDS Diving Pioneer Award for
2015. Both Bob and Lad are inductees in the Commercial Diving
Hall of Fame and in recognition of their service to their industry
ADCI Executive Director Phil Newsum presented them both
with special recognition Plaques.

Back L to R: Earl Richmond, Dave Burroughs, Ernie Brooks, Cindy Rhodes,
Monte Rook, Lynn Davies, and Patty Bryant. Front L to R: Glen Fritzer and
Don Barthelmess.

Board Chairman Dan Orr presents Bob Kirby with the HDS Diving
Pioneer Award

Bev Morgan and his son Mike by the museum's historic Point Conception
Lighthouse Fresnel Lens. Photo by Don Barthelmess

Saturday evening get together at Lad’s house. Photo: Dan Orr

Oceaneering co-founders Phil Nuytten and
Bob Ratcliffe. Photo by Don Barthelmess.

2016 HDS Store Insert

New Webstore improved service

With this, the first issue of 2016, you will
find an insert mailed with your copy of
the Journal of Diving History. This insert
takes the place of HDS product ads inside
the Journal and will provide you with
event and product information for the
entire year. Use it to plan your year
around HDS events.

New Book!

If you go to www.hds.org/store you will
notice that the webpage has a different
look. Our friends at Dive 1st Aid have
teamed with the HDS to develop the new
webpage, and they are also now handling
our warehousing and order fulfillment.
The web store is active and will provide
our members and customers with prompt,
efficient service. Check it out.

In Deep, The Story of Global Diving
and Salvage is now available through
the HDS Store. See The Journal of Diving
History, Voluyme 23, Number 84 for a full
review. Hardcover, 9 x 10 inches, 156 pages,
full color. $30 plus shipping
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Back Issues

HDS Apparel
HDS MK-V T-shirt, APT001,
Ash Gray, S - 3X ............................................................................................ $15

The Journal of Diving History is the official publication of the HDSUSA, HDS Canada. It is published
quarterly and distributed to our members, in the US and over 40 other countires, and is now one of the oldest
diving publications in North America having been in continuous publication for nearly a quarter century.

The Journal of
Diving History
Second Quarter 2015 • Volume 23 • Number 83

HDS Preservation T-shirt, APT003,
Ash Gray or Black, S - 3X .............................................................................. $20

For availability and complete sets contact products@hds.org
$12 each

The Journal
Diving
of
History
Third Quarter

HDS Deep Water T-shirt, APT007,
Ash Gray, S - 3X ............................................................................................ $20

2015 • Volume

23 • Number

84

DACOR

Men’s Polo, APP001,
M-3X, Check store for color and size availablility .......................................... $25

DVDs
Man-in-the-Se

Commemorating

the Golden

Women’s Polo, APPL01,
S-XL, Check store for color and size availablility ........................................... $25

2016 Raffle

Stan Waterman Film Collection, Full set (11 DVDs) ............. $120
Single Volumes ..........$15 each

a:

of
SEALABAnniversary
II

New volume #11 soon!

The Story of the Diamond Knot ............................................. $25

Fleece Pullover, APJ001,
Charcoal Gray, Black, Red, Green, Blue; S - 3X ........................................... $35

Books

Check store for color and size availablility

A selection of limited edition and hard to find books on diving.
20,000 Divers Under the Sea by Torrance Parker ................. $87
A Demonstration of the Diving Engine by Jacob Rowe ........ $30
Back in ‘02 by Lance Rennka, Ed.D. ...................................... $14
Between the Devil & the Deep by Murray D. Black .............. $30
Call to Adventure by Hillary Hauser ....................................... $10
Cameraman by Chuck Nicklin ................................................ $30
Deep Diving and Submarine Operations
by Sir Robert H. Davis ........................................................... $115
Dive The Big Blue: A Historical Affair (Vol: 1) ........................ $20
Diver Down ............................................................................. $12
Divers in Time ......................................................................... $32
Diving Pioneers and Innovators by Bret Gilliam .................... $30
Fathomeering: An Amphibian’s Tale, Ivor Howitt .................. $22

Hard Hat Divers Wear Dresses by Bob Kirby ........................ $50
History of Russian Diving, Issues 1 & 2
by HDS Russia ................................................................... $10 ea
Ice Diving Operations ............................................................. $16
In Deep, The Story of Global Diving and Salvage ................. $30
Los Angeles County Instructors Manual ............................... $12
Morse Diving Catalog, 1925 ................................................... $30
Niagara’s Gold by Jeff Maynard ............................................. $25
Pearl-Shellers of Torres Straits by Regina Ganter ................. $30
Public Safety Diving ............................................................... $39
SeaLab .................................................................................... $30
Sharkman by Rodney Fox ...................................................... $20
The World of Zarh Pritchard ................................................... $25

Tickets are now available for the 2016 raffle,
and the grand prize is a special one this
year. DESCO has manufactured a limited
number of Stillson Concept Helmets based
on the design recommendations which
Chief Gunner George Stillson submitted to
the Navy in his 1915 Report on Deep Diving
Test. See the ad on page 76 for details.

Pins
PIN001, Augustus Seibe Helmet, antiqued brass, 1 inch tall ... $10
PIN002, Deane Helmet, antiqued brass, .75 inch tall .................. $7
PIN003, USN Salvage Diver, plated brass, 1 inch tall ................. $7
PIN004, USN First Class Diver, plated brass, 1 inch tall ............. $7
PIN005, US Army Master Diver, plated brass, 1¼ inch tall ........ $7

Helmets in History Challenge Coins

PIN006, Military SCUBA Diver, plated brass, 1 inch tall ............. $7
PIN007, Russian Fleet Diver 70th Anniversary, enamel on

2013, 2014, or 2015 series
Full set (4 coins) ......................................................................................................................................................................................$60
Full set (4 coins) with solid walnut display box ......................................................................................................................................$75
Single coins ...................................................................................................................................................................................$15 each
Display box only .................................................................................................................................................................................... $25

metal, 13/8 inch tall .......................................................... $5

PIN008, Lyons Maritime Museum, enamel on metal,

1¼ inch tall ...................................................................... $5

To order go to www.hds.org/store, email products@hds.org, or call 1-805-934-1660

To order go to www.hds.org/store, email products@hds.org, or call 1-805-934-1660

Product availability limited to stock on hand. Please check the HDS online store.

Product availability limited to stock on hand. Please check the HDS online store.
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Affiliate organization benefits
Just a reminder, as HDS members,
you are eligible for discounts at some
of our affiliated organizations. Show
your membership card when visiting
the History of Diving Museum in
Islamorada on Key Largo in Florida to
receive discounts on merchandise in
their gift shop.
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IN MEMORIAM

Captain Paul G. Linaweaver, Jr., M.D.
August 3, 1929 – November 24, 2015

Chairman of the Historical Diving Society USA, SEALAB Aquanaut

C

aptain Paul Linaweaver served in the
United States Navy from 1955 to 1976.
He was a doctor, a diver, a submariner,
a scientist, a diplomat, a teacher, and
a leader. Throughout his military career, he
made enduring contributions in the field of
diving medicine and diving technology. He
exemplified what a Naval Officer should be:
versatile, determined, and hardworking.
Paul Linaweaver hailed from a Navy
family, his father being a Navy Captain and
Chaplain. He graduated with Duke University’s
Class of 1951 as part of the pre-medical
program. Within a week, he marched down
to the Office of Naval Officer Procurement
and volunteered for the United States Naval
Reserve. He proceeded to attend George
Washington’s University of Medicine where,
as part of his summer Naval training, he was
sent to the Navy Experimental Diving Unit in
Washington DC. This was a unique experience
for Paul, and it sparked a deep enthusiasm for
the Naval diving program. Upon his graduation
from George Washington and commissioning
as a Naval Officer in 1955, Dr. Linaweaver
requested assignment to the U.S. Naval Hospital
in Oakland, California. It was there that he was
approached by representatives of the Submarine
and Diving Division of the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery. They wanted to send him back to
the Experimental Diving Unit, but this time as
a submarine medical officer. Dr. Linaweaver
jumped at the opportunity but also realized
something very important: he would never
truly become a member of the team, be able
to work with them and talk them into testing
experimental equipment, unless he was trained
as a diver himself. Otherwise they would have
no use for him as a doctor or a commissioned
officer. For this reason, Dr. Linaweaver knew
he needed to attend dive school as well as
submarine school.
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Dr. Linaweaver was sent to New London, Connecticut, to learn the
basics of submarine tactics, navigation, propulsion, armament, and all
the requirements to drive a submarine. One of his favorite anecdotes
involved one of his instructors – a crusty World War II Ace – who asked
the class: “What is a collision course?” His classmates began scribbling
paragraph after paragraph, but Paul wrote out one sentence and turned
it in: “A collision course is when a another vessel bears a constant relative
bearing with an ever-decreasing range.” The instructor looked at it and
told the class, “All of you career submariners have been Officers of the
Deck and driving submarines for years. You should all be ashamed of
yourselves. The only one to get the right answer is the god damn doctor!”
After graduating and receiving his dolphins, or Submarine Warfare
Insignia, he transferred to the Naval School of Diving and Salvage at the
Washington Navy Yard. On the bottom of the Anacostia River, working
inside the cumbersome Mark V diving suit, he encountered the toughest
physical training of his life. But the experience also fostered a deep love of
diving that would follow him through his life.
Dr. Linaweaver returned to the Experimental Diving Unit (EDU) as
a Research Physiologist and Diving Medical Officer. While at the EDU,
his primary focus was developing the technology and decompression
techniques for the Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus
(SCUBA) for use by Navy Explosive Ordinance Disposal personnel and
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the Frogmen—predecessors to the Navy SEALs. As part of the Submarine
Development Group, Dr. Linaweaver conducted research on the effects
of high pressures on the cardiovascular and nervous systems, and he
devised the first system to take an electrocardiogram (EKG) underwater.
He worked extensively on developing decompression protocols for diving
bells used for deep-sea saturation diving. This work was instrumental to
the development of diving technology and would contribute to future
efforts under the SEALAB program.
Dr. Linaweaver was sent by Department of Naval Intelligence to
liaise with allied diving centers in Germany, the French Experimental
Diving Unit in Marseille, and the Italian diving school and research
center in La Spezia. There he was able to barter copies of the Mark
V breathing apparatus manual to encourage information sharing
among America’s allies. One thing he realized was that many foreign
navies didn’t consider medical officers to be knowledgeable in tactics,
operations, and equipment. Dr. Linaweaver was able to use this
misconception to his benefit, and he was able to place himself in
positions to observe the plans and assembly of various Allied diving
equipment and submersibles.
After completing his tour at the EDU, Dr. Linaweaver conducted
his residency training in internal medicine in Bethesda Naval Hospital
in Maryland. Concurrently, he served as a physiology instructor at
the hospital. While completing his residency, he also served as Diving
Officer for the Naval Medical Research Institute. After his fellowship, Dr.
Linaweaver served as Assistant Chief of Medicine at Naval Base Guam
from 1962 to 1965. After his tour in Guam, Dr. Linaweaver was sent
to Charleston, South Carolina, to join the crew of the USS Alexander
Hamilton (SSBN-617) (Gold Crew) as the ship’s diving and sonar officer.
This ballistic missile submarine conducted strategic deterrence patrols
out of Holy Loch, Scotland.
After his patrols on the Hamilton, he received word from the
supervisor of the Navy Diving and Salvage Unit. They needed his
expertise on a special project in San Diego, California: to adapt a device
called the Advanced Dive System IV to Naval decompression dive
standards. Dr. Linaweaver’s efforts in this project were recognized with a
Navy Commendation Medal. This work also led to his involvement in the
Vietnam War as part of the Harbor Clearance Unit 1. He accompanied
this Advanced Dive System to Subic Bay Naval Base in the Philippines
in order to supervise training in addition to serving as the unit’s Medical
Officer and Diving Officer. Dr. Linaweaver also led salvage efforts in the
Mekong Delta Region at Dong Tam, a major staging area for the Navy’s
Mobile Riverine forces.
After his tour of duty at Harbor Clearance Unit 1, Paul was sent back
to New London Naval Base to take part in the SEALAB III experiment as
aquanaut-to-be and Senior Medical Officer of the Deep Sea Submergence
Program Technical Office. The SEALABs were experimental underwater
habitats used to prove the viability of saturation diving and of humans
living in isolation for extended periods of time. Unfortunately, SEALAB
III encountered a catastrophic failure off San Clemente Island, leading to
the death of aquanaut Berry Cannon and the termination of the SEALAB
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program. Dr. Linaweaver maintained the testing of the system was rushed
due to political pressures, and that if they had conducted the proper
testing, “they would have realized that the habitat leaked like a sieve.”
Dr. Linaweaver then supported Project AZORIAN, the nowdeclassified CIA operation to recover the sunken Soviet GOLF II Class
ballistic missile submarine K-129. This operation involved the use of the
Hughes Glomar Explorer, a massive vessel that successfully recovered the
submarine wreckage from the ocean floor over three miles below. Project
AZORIAN was one of the most complex, expensive, and clandestine
intelligence operations of the Cold War. Dr. Linaweaver’s specific role in
the operation remains classified, but involved deployment on the USS
Halibut (SS-587), the Navy’s first guided missile submarine, which had
been converted to a special projects platform tasked to conduct nowdeclassified secret underwater espionage missions by the United States,
tapping into Soviet Union deep water communication lines. His efforts
on the Halibut efforts earned him the Navy Commendation Medal.
His final tour was at the University of California at San Diego as fellow of
Pulmonary Medicine. Captain Paul G. Linaweaver, Jr., M.D. retired from
the US Navy in 1976 after 21 years of service.
Upon Paul’s retirement from the Navy, he established a successful
practice in Santa Barbara in hyperbaric and diving medicine.
He became the Medical Review Officer for Santa Barbara City
College’s renowned Marine Diving Technology Program and several of
the local commercial diving firms. He worked through the Santa Barbara
Medical Foundation Clinic along with his partner, the late Dr. Hugh Greer.
Paul established the physical examination protocols for entry level and
working commercial divers in the Santa Barbara area. His examination
criteria and protocols were foundational and still in use today.
Paul was an extremely thorough and knowledgeable physician
who performed exams on hundreds of area divers who led successful
careers. He was a frequent guest lecturer on hyperbaric medicine and
decompression treatment at the College.
Don Barthelmess, SBCC professor stated: “With Doc, we trusted
and respected him immensely, because he was one of us- a diver. The
loss of him and Doc Greer has left a huge void in the diving community.
We were fortunate to such leading diving medical expertise for so many
years. They were instrumental in establishing and shaping our program.”
Additionally, Dr. Linaweaver served as the on-call physician for
diving and decompression related injuries in the Santa Barbara area for
the College, commercial diving contractors and the abalone diving and
urchin diving fisheries.
Senior commercial diver Whitey Stefens credits Dr. Linaweaver with
saving the life of commercial diving pioneer Dan Wilson in 1964 when
Wilson suffered an in-water CNS oxygen toxicity hit during a deep mixed
gas dive off Santa Barbara. It was Paul Linaweaver who advised and
oversaw the 18 hour treatment of Wilson’s decompression injuries.
Dr. Linaweaver continued to serve the larger diving community
as Chairman of the Historical Diving Society in the 1990’s. Don
Barthelmess recalled serving on the HDS Board with him, “I got to
experience Doc more on a personal level versus a professional level. We
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became friends. I loved his leadership style and sense of humor. He
always had a good story to tell and it was awesome when you got him
talking about his Navy days. Such an accomplished man and he gave so
much back to our profession and to us as divers. We miss him.”
Dr. Paul Linaweaver was buried with military honors at Riverside
National Cemetery, Riverside, California, on January 15, 2016. The US
Navy and the SEALAB program was represented by Jim Osbourne,
Fernando Lugo, Dave Ball and former personnel who had served with
Dr. Linaweaver. The Historical Diving Society and Santa Barbara Marine
Diving Technology Department were represented by Leslie Leaney.
From the beginning of his career, Dr. Paul Linaweaver’s goal was
to find a balance between formal and operational medicine. He was
determined to serve outside of the hospital; on the front lines of the
naval forces. He led an exemplary and diverse career, making history in
technological research, medical studies, intelligence collection, technical
instruction, personnel training, and submarine service. His motto was
simple: “State your intent, purpose, and authority.” It was through this
stalwart perseverance, determination, and courage that he led such a
fulfilling and admirable naval career. Dr. Paul Linaweaver has left an
indelible mark on history, and his accomplishments continue to serve as
an inspiration to his friends, colleagues, and loved ones.
LT. Scott Ader, USN, and Don Barthelmess
All photos courtesy Pam Ader
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Dick Bonin

March 24, 1930 – December 8 2015

Founder of SCUBAPRO, and HDS Advisory Board Member

D

ick Bonin, the co-founder of Scubapro,
passed away on December 8, 2015.
Dick had been responsible for some
of the most technically advanced
equipment lines the recreational diving
industry has ever seen. For those who started
diving in the late 1960s or early 1970s, the
Scubapro line was revered as the Rolls Royce of
scuba diving and marked a person as a serious,
committed diver.
The list of diving notables who swore by
the venerable Scubapro brand included Stan
Waterman, Paul Tzimoulis, Dick Anderson, Jack
McKenney, Dr. George Benjamin, Tom Mount,
Ann Kristovitch, Sheck Exley, Jim Bowden,
Wes Skiles, Hal Watts, Rob Palmer, Howard &
Michele Hall, Marty Snyderman, Bob Talbot,
Jimmy Stewart, Chuck Nicklin, Dr. Sylia Earle,
myself, and just about every Caribbean and
Paciﬁc divemaster who knew that the gear from
Dick Bonin would endure just about every abuse
and still bring them back alive.
Scubapro was a brand built from the
outset on the reputations of Bonin and his
68

staff who promised high performance and
reliability without compromise. Bonin also took
the unprecedented step of offering a lifetime
guarantee on his equipment, including parts!
Think back a moment to some of the “ﬁrsts”
that Bonin’s Scubapro company brought to the
industry: the enduring ﬂow-through piston
design of his regulators beginning with the
immortal Mark V introduced in 1970, the
ﬁrst low-pressure BC inﬂator, the ﬁrst backmounted BC for widespread distribution, the
ﬁrst silicone mask, the ﬁrst jacket style BC (the
famous Stabilizing Jacket), the shotgun snorkel
incorporating an exhaust valve that made
clearing effortless, the ﬁrst integrated inﬂator/
second stage regulator called the AIR II, the
ﬁrst analog decompression meter, the ﬁrst pilot
valve assisted second stage called the AIR I,
and last but not least, the celebrated Jet Fin
that forever changed the design of what used
to be called “ﬂippers.” Dick’s legacy remains
unequaled to this day and perhaps forever.
Dick’s passion for providing great
equipment that constantly pushed the envelope
in design and practicality, along with the best
dealer support in the industry, made him
almost a mythical character to those who had a
chance to work with him. Above all, Dick was,
ﬁrst and foremost, a real diver who personally
evaluated, tested and approved every item his
company brought to market. He surrounded
himself with the brightest minds in the industry
and pushed his research and development
engineers to produce the next great piece of
diving gear that no serious diver could be
without… every year for what seemed an
eternity in the short history of the burgeoning
diving business.
Bonin got his start as a Navy ofﬁcer
assigned to some of the earliest dive teams
and cut his teeth testing gear and blowing up
beach approaches in some of the most distant
locations in the world. When his Navy hitch
was up, he decided to take a stab at selling
dive gear for some early manufacturers, before
realizing that the only way he was going to
get the kind of equipment and the company
policies he believed in was to do it himself.
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A partnership with another diving pioneer,
Gustav Dalla Valle, led to the start of their own
company in 1963.
Both men were working for the soon-tobe-bankrupt Healthways company. Dick had
been brought in to manage a new division
for diving equipment that would be sold only
through professional dive stores under the
name Scubapro. When the parent company bit
the dust, Gustav bought the rights to the name
and got its earnest hard-charging manager as
well. He paid the princely sum of one dollar!
Dick has noted ruefully, “Gustav bought
Scubapro for a dollar and got me with it. He
always said he overpaid.”
Well, if he did overpay, these two oddly
matched entrepreneurs quickly turned that
investment into one of the largest success
stories in diving history. When I met Dick, he
was 42 years old and was the toughest guy I
ever met. At 80 he looked like he could still kick
my butt and those of anyone else who might
challenge him. At that age he was still an active
free diver and spearﬁsherman who regularly
landed big ﬁsh in the company of other top
divers young enough to be his grandchildren.
His leadership and innovative drive inﬂuenced
the entire diving industry for generations. He
honored me for almost half a century with his
friendship and I can think of nothing I held
more dearly.
Dick’s career contributions were
recognized with the Academy of Underwater
Arts & Sciences 1982 NOGI Award for
Distinguished Service, the 1992 DEMA
Reaching Out Award, and the 2009 Historical
Diving Society Diving Pioneer Award,
presented in Las Vegas with many of his
family members in attendance.
- Bret Gilliam
Editor’s note. A fuller accounting of Dick’s career
can be found in the book Diving Pioneer’s and
Innovators, available from the HDS bookstore.
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Remembering Dick Bonin
By Bret Gilliam

D

ick Bonin built diving
equipment.
But he also built careers.
And more importantly, he built
character, ethics, and integrity into so
many of diving’s businessmen that came
to age under his tutelage. It’s difficult
to express the profound influence that
Dick had on the industry… and on his
dealers who embraced the Scubapro
philosophy of the era to completely
redefine a new level of professionalism
in a sport that was just beginning to
establish itself.
I started my career in sport
diving after military and commercial
diving stints. My introduction to
Scubapro quite literally changed my
life… and probably saved it multiple
times over the years because Dick
built stuff that worked in rigorous
demanding situations where many other
manufacturers’ gear just didn’t measure
up. Being a Scubapro dealer back then
was the mark of a respected quality
retailer that customers could rely on.
It charted my path and I embraced the
line… and the man behind the company
that inspired us all to succeed.
Dick was the Bill Gates and
Steve Jobs of diving and his company
produced products that were as exciting
as computers, tablets and smart phones
are today.
In addition to earning the respect
of hundreds of thousands of divers
who bought his gear, Bonin became a mentor and father figure to his
loyal retailers who showcased his line and his vision of diving excellence.
Bonin was the first to offer business counseling and focused marketing
programs to help the dive stores of long ago realize their profit potential.
He stood shoulder to shoulder with us in delivering and supporting a
brand that became the “gold standard” of diving for over three decades
under his leadership.
A series of overlapping events led me to meet Dick and he changed
my life in so many ways. In retrospect, it’s a bit amazing how things
sometimes work out. Call it fate. Call it good luck. Or maybe just a higher
power pulls a few strings and pushes people who are thousands of miles
away toward each other.
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On January 11, 1971, I was
assigned to an experimental Navy
dive team in the Caribbean doing
extremely deep dives to film fast attack
submarines in order to evaluate their
“noise signatures” from visible wake
vortex streams thrown off by their props
as they sped through the ocean twilight
zone. It’s hard to believe that was 45
years ago. The memories are so vivid.
Back then the Navy only had a
handful of approved diving equipment
suppliers on their official purchasing
list. We were briefed at the outset that
we were targeting depths below the
deep scattering layer that occurred in
the tropics typically below 500 to 525
feet. And we would dive untethered…
with no surface supply breathing
sources or tender support. We would
carry all life support equipment on
our backs. The mission was a top
priority in the Cold War of dueling
with the Soviet ballistic missile subs
and it was not much of a stretch to
figure out that we were “expendable.”
That’s a huge motivator. We
figured the best way to ensure our
longevity was to get results. Initially,
we used the old “Navy 90” spun
aluminum cylinders as twin or triple
sets and the U.S. Divers Royal AquaMaster double-hose regulators. The
Navy also supplied small buoyancy
vests but they were only designed
for surface usage. There were issues
that confounded us. If you’re planning to dive to such depths, it was
imperative to be able to monitor tank pressures and the double hose regs
didn’t have plumbing for a submersible pressure gauge. Ask yourself if
you’d like to descend to depths on such work with only a J-valve to let
you know what your remaining gas supply was… at 300psi. Additionally,
we pretty much maxed out the depth for breathing off the Aqua-Masters
around 300 feet. After that the work of breathing was extreme under our
loads and physical stress.
Then I stumbled on to a new regulator called the Mark V from a
little company called Scubapro. This was a “flow through” piston first
stage with an extremely efficient second stage that provided seemingly
unlimited gas flow and easy breathing regardless of depth. You could add
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L to R: Mike Brock, Joe Schuch, Gustav
Dalla Valle, Dick Bonin and Jim Christiansen.

an extra second stage, a submersible pressure
gauge, and they even had a new device called
a LP power inflator that we could plumb
into another new item called a buoyancy
compensator. One dive with this borrowed
equipment and I knew we had to have it.
I put in a requisition order for enough
of this new Scubapro gear to outfit our threeman team. And I was promptly advised that
Scubapro was not on the approved purchasing list. I tried to explain that
we needed this stuff to get us efficiently to the depths required for our
film work with subs and was basically told to get by with equipment on
the Navy inventory. Damn! So we tried another tactic. Our operations
officer was willing to listen to our impassioned appeal but explained that
was outside his authority. We countered by explaining that without the
new gear we’d have to stop at depths shallower than targeted. Now began
the process of thinking outside the box to do a delicate dance around
Navy purchasing protocols.
We had one diver from San Diego and he told us about a local
retailer called The Diving Locker run by a guy named Chuck Nicklin.
They were Scubapro dealers. It was decided that the operations officer
would grab some cash from the discretionary funds aboard the ship and
let us spend it on unspecified “accessories” to complete our gear packages.
So a young Navy ensign in San Diego wandered in to see Nicklin and buy
a bunch of Scubapro gear to be sent down to us on the next P3V aircraft
headed our way. Voila! We entered a new era and hit all of our objectives
enabled by this new gear.
When I decided to open my first company in St. Croix called V.
I. Divers Ltd. I swallowed hard and called Scubapro to ask if I could
become one of their dealers. A guy named Dick Bonin got on the phone
and explained that they already had a dealer on that island through
an industrial gas plant. I fervently argued that I could do a better job
through a full service dive center and begged Mr. Bonin to give me a
shot. We talked for a while and I explained how I’d first been introduced
to his product on the Navy dive team.
There was a pause and then Dick asked, “Are you the guy on that
deep diving team that demanded Scubapro for your work? And you sent
a junior officer in to buy it without Navy approval?’
I swallowed hard and admitted that I’d taken that route since I
couldn’t work around the Navy purchasing protocols.
Dick told me that he was a Navy veteran and that he understood the
frustrations of the system. Then he told me that our insistence on getting
Scubapro for our project and the excellent results we produced led the
Navy to finally approve Scubapro as a supplier.
“Yes,” he said, “I’ll give you the franchise. You deserve a shot and we
appreciate what you did for us by opening that door. You just might have
a future in business.” Well, his trust worked out well for both of us.
I finally met him the first time at one of the old National Sporting
Goods Association shows during a freezing 1972 winter snowstorm
in Chicago. Back then, before the DEMA Show, diving manufacturers
exhibited to dealers at this mammoth trade show and tended to get lost
in the endless aisles of tennis rackets, basketballs, footballs, and snow ski
apparatus. Wandering the massive McCormick Place Convention Center,
I finally found the tiny Scubapro exhibit and was wrapped in the firm
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grip of Bonin who seemed to instinctively
recognize his far-flung dealers. We talked
about our common Navy heritage and I was
thrilled to finally see the entire line of gear
after previously only knowing some items
from the catalog. By the time I left Chicago,
I felt like Dick was a surrogate father and he
promised to visit me in the Virgin Islands
some time in the future.
Yeah, right. I figured I had about as much chance of seeing Dick
in St. Croix as I did of seeing it snow there. But sure enough, he arrived
a year or so later and cut a swath through the island’s social scene as
though a movie matinee idol had appeared. You have to remember that
back then there were only about 10,000 expatriate Americans living there
and it seemed that every one of them either snorkeled or dived and I’d
outfitted every last one of them in Scubapro gear from my dive store.
Dick was only 42 then and looked like an action movie hero. Every
day we went diving and talked diving business. Then at night we took
in dinner and closed down most of the popular bars in the wee hours.
He won a series of arm wrestling matches in a particularly tough late
night watering hole, including defeating a guy twice his size and half his
age. When the vanquished opponent asked the name of his better, Dick
replied, “Anthony Stunning” and they’re probably still talking about this
mysterious character even today.
Dick Bonin was a mentor, friend, fellow diver, and the single best
example of how to conduct yourself in business that I ever met. Ask any
of his dealers from that era and they’ll tell you the same thing. The man
exuded honesty, enthusiasm, and an ingrained sense of what was right
and what was wrong… along with an unbridled energy for the sport of
diving. He oozed integrity.
He saw a future for diving in me as a gung-ho 21-year-old that
transcended the hefty wallet of the larger company. It paid off for both of
us. He got a dealer that bought probably three million dollars worth of
Scubapro gear over the next 15 years and I used that to springboard my
dive store operation into a series of successful corporations.
Dick provided the initial opportunity to launch me in business and
I owe everything I have today to him. There is no one that I have more
respect for and I only hope that I lived up to the example he set for all of us.
His leadership and innovative drive influenced the entire diving
industry for generations. He honored me for nearly 45 years with his
friendship. I can think of nothing I hold more dearly.
Dick left us too early but I know that he’s waiting for us to catch up and
he’ll keep the party going until we get there. Anthony Stunning lives on…
We stand on the shoulders of giants to see the future.
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The author. Bret Gilliam is a Lifetime Member
of the HDS and an AUAS NOGI Fellow. He
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Jack W. Lavanchy
November 18, 1928 - January 27, 2016

Co-Founder and President of PADI Europe, HDS Advisory Board Member,
Inductee of The International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame.
closer together, instead of spending money, time and energy in
quarrelling and lawsuits!”
In 1978, Jack visited PADI in the United States and returned to
Switzerland with PADI training materials. Recognizing the potential for
PADI to improve diver training and promote industry growth in Europe,
he and his business partner Jürg Beeli founded PADI European Services
(PES) in 1983. A year later, in 1984, the PADI European College was
established. PES transitioned into PADI Europe in 1988 before becoming
part of PADI EMEA.
With regard to diver training Jack believed in working for the
betterment of the whole, not solely the individual.

“I have always fought for unity and collaboration. It does not
matter if you are a member of SSI, CMAS or PADI. The main
thing is that you are a diver who dives safely and motivates
other people to dive.”

T

he Society is sad to report the death of its valued Advisory
Board member Jack Lavanchy at the age of 87. Known as “Jacky”
by the numerous friends he had around the globe, he was an
influential force in European and Asian dive training and other
areas of the industry.
Jack was born in Switzerland prior to World War II. Wishing their
son to avoid the Nazi plague that was spreading through Europe, he was
sent to England where he was educated at a school in Basingstoke. By
1947 he was living in Cannes, France, in a house that overlooked the
sea, and it was here he observed people snorkeling and skin diving the
Mediterranean waters.

Jack passionately believed in conserving and protecting the
underwater environment, and to this end he launched the Project
AWARE (Aquatic World Awareness Responsibility and Education)
Foundation in Europe in 1996. Project AWARE encouraged diver
participation in environmental programs such as beach and underwater
clean ups, and grew to become one of Europe’s most active and influential
marine environmental organizations.

“I first started snorkeling in Cannes in 1948 and in 1950
I did my first scuba dive in the Mediterranean with Club
Alpin-Sous-Marin de Cannes.”

Under Jack’s leadership PADI Europe experienced double-digit
growth, developing into Europe’s largest diver training organization. JWL
Aqualung AG also enjoyed commercial success, and in 1995 Beeli and
Lavanchy sold their shares in the company to Aqualung International.

Being based in Europe Jack saw some of the first scuba diving
movies filmed by Austrian Hans Hass and Jacques – Yves Cousteau of
France, whose 1956 classic, The Silent World, motivated him to pursue
a career in diving. In 1965 he became Switzerland’s exclusive agent for
La Spirotechnique, and subsequently Technisub. In 1968 he also became
their agent for Germany and Austria.
He also established and co-owned JWL (Jack William Lavanchy)
for thirty years. It later evolved into JWL Aqualung AG, and was a
major distributor of scuba diving equipment. Jack also manufactured
equipment under the name of JWL including weight belts, gloves, boots
and neoprene suits.

“Over the years I have tried to bring the diving equipment
manufacturers and the training agencies closer together. It is
only through close collaboration that we can make snorkelling
and scuba diving grow further, so that more people can admire
and enjoy this fascinating underwater world.”

“My goal has always been to make the manufacturing and
selling of diving equipment a serious professional and honorable
business. I did everything I could to bring the diving industry
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“The more divers there are, the more they can convince the
non-divers and authorities how important it is to preserve and
protect the underwater realm.”

During his long career Jack was a valuable member of many boards,
which influenced the European diving industry. His contributions
were recognized as he received numerous honors and titles, including
induction into the International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame. He was a
valued member of the Historical Diving Society USA Advisory Board,
and was European Underwater Federation Honorary Vice President.
Sourced in part from PADI Americas, and Rosemary Lunn at
The Underwater Marketing Company Blog.
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Remembering Jacky
Living friends are hard to spare. I had the great pleasure of calling Jack a
friend for over 30 years; he was a positive and enriching influence on my
life and that of my family. Jack truly enjoyed each day and was a royal and
rare kind of spirit. Overall, he was a humble man who loved people and
the joy that life can bring in the simple things. I join his many friends and
colleagues around the world in mourning Jack's passing. His contributions
will be missed, but I will miss Jack himself the most.
Drew Richardson, President and CEO of PADI Worldwide

Jack Lavanchy
at work in this
PADI Europe
office in
Switzerland.

Jack was an icon of the diving industry, and a great friend to me personally,
the Industry and certainly to DEMA. I first met Jack when I came to
DEMA in 2002, although I was aware of him and his contributions to the
sport from a much earlier time. Having worked for both Scubapro and
Aqua Lung, I was very aware of his numerous contributions. After Jack and
I met we became fast friends, which, I came to understand, was his way. He
was outgoing, friendly and knowledgeable. When I hear people talk about
diving “being a relationship business,” Jack immediately comes to mind.
Through DEMA and through our contact with the International Scuba
Diver’s Hall of Fame, he freely gave me his insights and his advice. I took it
and was the better for it. I’ll miss receiving Jack’s friendly and timely email
from Europe just before each DEMA Show, wishing me the best, the best for
the show and the best for the industry, and scheduling some time for a drink
and some conversation while he was in the US. His untimely passing leaves
a hole I cannot fill. So long old friend. Thank you for being here.
Tom Ingram, Executive Director, DEMA

Henrik Nimb, Jack and Drew Richardson raise a toast at Lake Tahoe,
California, in 2008.

The passing of Jack Lavanchy has left a void in the global diving community
that simply cannot be filled. When I first met Jack at an early DEMA Show,
it was as though we’d known each other forever. He was always one to
greet you with a smile and warm handshake. There was no such thing as a
stranger to Jack Lavanchy. He was truly the consummate professional whose
contributions to our sport and our industry were legend. He was a man of
high integrity who never saw any problem or challenge as insurmountable.
We were all made better by knowing him and are diminished by his loss.
His legacy will live on in all of those who were fortunate to have learned
from him.
Dan Orr, Chairman of the Board, Historical Diving Society USA

I had the honor of meeting Jack and building a longstanding friendship with
him from my early days at PADI, when we were just beginning to develop
the PADI business in Europe. Jack was a leader of the industry there, and
from the onset of his involvement with us, we – and the dive industry
overall – benefitted from his experience, business acumen and passion for
diving. To everything he did, Jack brought humor and the open, welcoming
spirit of a true, kind soul and gentleman. I’ll never forget his ever-present
enjoyment of business negotiation (“Just one more, little percent…?”) and
corny jokes, and especially his utter delight in hosting quiet dinners in his
favorite, small restaurants. We miss you, Jack.
Al Hornsby, Senior Vice President, Legal Affairs of PADI Worldwide

Jack's passing is a great loss, personally as well as for the dive industry.
Throughout his incredibly productive life Jack worked tirelessly, selflessly
and with an ever-present compassion and clear vision that a strong, healthy
and vibrant industry benefits all of its stakeholders. Jack will be sadly
missed, as a fine and compassionate human being and a visionary. Rest in
peace, Jack.
Henrik C. Nimb, Member of the Board,
Project AWARE Asia Pacific Foundation

The word that everyone who knew him would use to describe him is
“gentleman.” He was a pleasure to be with and always had the vision for all
divers to work together for the benefit of the sport.
Mark Caney, Vice President, PADI Technical Diving Division
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Dear Jacky,
It was in 1983 when I first met you at the Düsseldorf Boot show. I wanted
to get a special price on the dive equipment for my dive operation on a live
aboard and had to talk to the boss, - you. From then on we met regularly
until 1988, when I became editor of the Swiss diving magazine Aquanaut
and you had just started PADI-Europe. You really had started an uproar
in the European dive industry and we spend many hours sitting together
and discussing the pro and con’s, as media is supposed to do. That was
the time I really started to like you, because you were easy to talk to, you
listened to what other people said, and you could always explain your own
thoughts. And most of all, your ideas were right in every aspect of timing,
planning, and finance, and that is a rare feature in the dive industry as
we all know. This was also when I realized, that you were not easily put in
any nationality box, labelled British, French or Swiss. You were the very
first international diver I met! Your German was perfect but we always
talked in a mixture of English, German, and some French. You were the
only person who could do that and just for that I enjoyed talking to you,
because I knew I spoke to a diver who understood the thoughs of every
diver around the globe not just us Germans, or the British, or Americans.
No Jacky, you were kind of an international Godfather to every diver!
Our meetings became even more regular when I started the German dive
magazine unterwasser and we started talking about a PADI dive magazine
for beginners and we even published some magazines together.
In later years we met regularly for “ein Nachtessen“ (extensive dinner) as I
had finally figured out that you were one great “bon vivant.“ You enjoyed
the wine as I loved my beers, and we were so different but understood
each other quite well. I remember that one evening when we met with Dr.
Brümmer from the German Dive Federation VDST and Hans and Lotte
Hass for our “Nachtessen“ in Düsseldorf. Even with Hans and Lotte at our
table you were the center of the European dive community: the pioneer in
modern sport diving, the one guy that could meld everybody together for
one big idea—and reach that goal!
Jacky, I miss you, your ideas, your funny language changes and our
Nachtessen. Have them all ready when we see each other again.
Dietmar W. Fuchs, Editor Edition Fifty Fathoms

The word that everyone who knew him would use to describe him is
“gentleman.” He was a pleasure to be with and always had the vision for all
divers to work together for the benefit of the sport.
Mark Caney, Vice President, PADI Technical Diving Division

What I liked about Jack was that he never had any fire. He always tried
to see and do things together so that both parties benefited. A lot of people
only look at their own profit margin. Jack Lavanchy always made sure that
he brought everyone along with him.
Richard Lucas, Lucas Dive Centre, Holland

We met all over the globe, wherever there was diving. I first met him when
I crossed over from CMAS to PADI. I am lucky he mentored me. I loved the
fact that with Jacky a handshake meant something. He was an old fashioned
businessman in that he dealt with honor and had integrity and ethics. Today
the diving world is a little poorer because he no longer walks amongst us.
Matthias Breit, Dive Point Red Sea

Jack Lavanchy was a captain in our industry. A legend.
And a very sweet, nice person.
Henri Hemmerechts, Association of Dive Professionals

Jack was truly one of the most influential international divers of our
times, if not the most influential. He had a clear vision and exported his
personal standards and ethics into every relationship and negotiation. He
was respected in every country that he did business. I first met Jack when
he attended the same very private dinner that Hans and Lotte Hass, Ernie
Brooks and I were invited to in Dusseldorf prior to the inaugural presentation
of the HDS Hans Hass Award. We connected again at an induction of the
International Scuba Diving Hall of Fame in Grand Cayman. Here we spent
a lot of time conversing about the international industry and some of the
people who we both knew. He did not know anything of the Historical Diving
Societies but understood what we were all trying to do. I showed him a couple
of copies of the HDSUSA magazine and, as he was President of PADI Europe
at that time, I suggested that the organization might like to sponsor us. This
he declined to do for diplomatic reasons, which he kindly fully explained,
but agreed that the work that was being done was very important. He said
something similar to, “What you are doing is a very important thing, and
I will therefore support you personally.” And made out a check to HDS for
$2,500 drawn on a USA bank. And every January since that time a handwritten check to the HDS for $2,500 arrived from Switzerland with his
personal note urging us to keep up the good work. We became good friends
and shared many adventures in America and Europe, which normally
culminated daily in an excellent restaurant with excellent wine. Jack was
an exceptional man in many ways, and mine is just one of many careers he
supported and mentored. Just being around him made you want to become a
better person. He had impeccable personal standards. We both shared a great
love and appreciation for America and the west, and he would often turn up
wearing a leather bolo tie secured with a turquoise stone clasp. I will miss
his great sense of humor, guidance, support, terrible jokes, sensational Belle
Rive wine cellar, but mostly his wonderful friendship. He taught me a great
deal. It was a privilege to be
connected to him as a friend
and colleague, and I, like may
others, will never ever forget
him. He left an indelible
positive mark on my life.
Via con Dios Jacky.
Until we meet again.
Leslie Leaney,
Co-Founder, Historical
Diving Society USA

He has been an example to all of us that it is possible to have every
competitor work together at the table. He was the one with an open mind.
We are going to miss this most.
Jan Oldenhuizing, personal friend of Jack

Jack Lavanchy and Leslie Leaney (and the most recent dead wine bottle
in bucket) at a Zurich restaurant, November 2014.
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Divers Supply
Global Diving and Salvage
History of Diving Museum
International Scuba Diving
Hall of Fame
IUC
K.B. Associates
Kirby Morgan Diving Systems
Nation’s Attic
Nautilus Explorer
Oceaneering International
Oceanic
PADI
Red Sail Sports
Santa Barbara Maritime Museum
Subsalve USA
Sunset House
Wyland
CORPORATE MEMBERS
American UW Contractors
Amron International
Bamboo Reef Enterprises
Bowman Diving Corp.
DECA Diving
DRS
Dryden Diving Co., Inc.
Hypertec, Inc.
Idelson Gnocchi Publisher
JS Marine Comm. Diving
Marine Surplus Supply
Marion Hill Associates, Inc.
McGriff Seibels & Williams of 		
Texas, Inc.

Mid Atlantic Dive & Swim Svcs
Midwest Scuba
NJScuba.net
North Coast Divers, Inc.
Pacific Comm. Diving Supply
R & D Technology Services
Searchwise Ltd.
T N J Marine, Inc.
Webb Diving Services
DIVE STORES
Aquatic Sports & Scuba Schools
Aquatics Wetsuit
David Deboer
Great Lakes Scuba, Inc.
Michael Vandiver
Princeton Watches
Wateree Dive Center, Inc.
INSTITUTIONS
Alpha Training Group
Brooks Institute of Photography
Divers Academy International
Divers Institute Of Tech. Inc.
Giant Panda Management
NYCD of Carpenters Labor
Technical College
Scripps Institution Of 		
Oceanography
Ships Of Exploration & 		
Discovery Research
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution
LIBRARIES
Long Beach Public Library
Mendocino County Library,
Ft. Bragg
Rancho Palos Verdes Center 		
Library
Redondo Beach Public
Library
San Pedro Public Library
Torrance Civic Library
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HDS AWARDS
The Historical Diving Society Hans Hass “Diving To Adventure Award”
The Award is established in two categories: Arts and Literature in recognition of
Professor Hass’ pioneering work in both underwater imagery and printed word,
and Science and Technology in recognition of Professor Hass’ pioneering work in
marine sciences and underwater technical innovation.

INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
The Historical Diving Society USA

A California 501 (c) 3, Educational Non-Profit Corporation.
Founded 1992, Santa Barbara, California.

Founders
Skip Dunham and Leslie Leaney

Remembered for their service as
Directors of the Society
Captain Paul Linaweaver Jr. M. D., USN (Rtd.) (1929 – 2015)
Director 1995 – 1996, 1999, Chairman 1997 - 1998
Robert “Bob” Christensen (1928 – 2013)
Director 1997 - 2000
Nick Icorn (1929 – 2013)
Director 1996 - 1999

The Award recognizes the career achievements of individuals for their life-long
contributions to the field of diving and underwater arts, science, and technology.
Recipients:
2015. Dr. Eugenie Clark, USA
2015. Bob Kirby, USA
2014. Dewey Bergman and Carl Roessler, USA
2014. Alan Krasberg and Jerry O’Neil, USA
2013. Captain F. Bond, USN, USA
2013. Nick Icorn, USA
2012. Torrance Parker, USA
2012. Leonard Greenstone, USA
2011. Bob Hollis, USA
2010. Hugh “Dan” Wilson, USA
2010. Stanton Waterman, USA
2009. Dick Bonin, USA
2008. Bob Barth, USA

2007. Dr. Sylvia Earle, USA
2006. George Fletcher Bass, Ph.D., USA
2005. Bev Morgan, USA
2004. Henri Delauze, France
2003. Lad Handelman, USA
2002. Andreas Rechnitzer, Ph.D., USA
2001. Prof. Luigi Ferraro, Italy
2000. Dr. Christian J. Lambertsen, USA
1999. André Galerne, France
1998. Captain Philippe Tailliez, France
1997. Jacques Yves Cousteau, France
1997. Ellis Royal Cross, USA
1997. Prof. Hans Hass and Lotte Hass, Austria

The Historical Diving Society E.R. Cross Award

Kent “Rocky” Rockwell (1949 – 2012)
Director 1999 – 2003, President 2003

The Award recognizes individual voluntary service to the mission and goals of the
Society by a member in good standing. It is named in honor of American Master Diver
E.R. Cross who was a Society Founding member.

Remembered for their service as
Advisory Board Members
Dick Bonin (1930 – 2015)
Scott Carpenter (1925 - 2013)
E.R. Cross (1913 - 2000)
Henri Delauze, France (1929 - 2012)
Bernard Eaton, England (1926 - 2012)
Andre Galerne, France (1926 - 2008)
Lotte Hass, Austria (1928 - 2015)
Professor Hans Hass, Austria (1919 - 2013)
Dr. Christian J. Lambertsen (1917 - 2011)
Jack Lavanchy, Switzerland (1928 - 2015)
Billy Meistrell (1928 - 2006)
Bob Meistrell (1928 - 2013)
Surgeon Vice-Admiral Sir John Rawlins, KBE, FRCP, FFCM,
FRAES, England (1922 - 2011)
Andreas B. Rechnitzer Ph.D. (1924 - 2005)
Ron Taylor, Australia (1934 - 2012)
Founding Corporate Sponsors
Best Publishing, Arizona;
Diving Equipment & Supply Company, Wisconsin;
Kirby Morgan Diving Systems, California;
Marine Surplus Supply, England;
OCEANEERING International,
West Coast Division, California;
Santa Barbara City College Marine Diving
Technology Department, California
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2008-9: Not Awarded
2007: Bev Morgan, USA
2006: Stanton Waterman, USA
2005: Daniel Mercier, France
2004. James Cameron, Canada
2003. Ernie Brooks II, USA

The Historical Diving Society Diving Pioneer Award

Founding Directors and Officers
Leslie Leaney, President; Skip Dunham, Vice President;
Steve Chaparro, Secretary; A.L. “Scrap” Lundy, Treasurer;
Lisa Glen Ryan, Director; Ron Karlsson, Director;
Torrance Parker, Director; Mike Von Alvensleben, Director.

Official Society Museum
The Santa Barbara Maritime Museum

Recipients:
2014: Professor Weicheng Cui and the Chinese
State Oceanographic Administration,
Peoples Republic of China
2013: Laurent Ballesta, France
2011-12: Not Awarded
2010: Dr. Sylvia Earle, USA

Recipients:
2015. Buddy Ayers #1494, Louisiana
2014. Bonnie Toth # 2477, California
2013. Ed Uditis, #95, Massachusetts
2012. Chris Swann, #133, California
2011. Janice Raber, #3506, New York
2010. Leslie Leaney, # 001, California
2009. Nyle Monday, # 111, California
2008. Steve & Kristine Barsky, #245, California
2007. Kent Rockwell, #148, California
2006. Nicholas Toth, #117, Florida
2005. The Gallagan Family, #187, Florida

2004. Tom Squcciarini, #811, Michigan
2003. Andy Lentz, #460, California
2002. Greg Platt, #335, Illinois
2001. Bob Rusnak, #436, New York
2000. Sid Macken, #256, Oregon
1999. Bob Ramsay, # 623, Australia
1998. Ed Stetson, #760, California
1997. Torrance Parker, #002, California
1996. Peter Jackson, #262, England
1995. Lee Selisky, # 508, Minnesota
1994. Jim Boyd, # 101, New Jersey

Historical Diving Society Nick Icorn Diving Heritage Award
The Award recognizes an individual, group, or organization that have promoted the
importance of the history of diving to the public. The promotion of the history of diving
may not be the primary focus of the nominee’s career or organization. It must be
outside of their normal professional capacity. The Award is named in recognition and
honor of American scuba historian, Nick Icorn, who was a Society founding member.
Recipients:
2015. Ed LaRochelle, California
2014. California Wreck Divers,
Los Angeles, California
2013. Bob Barth and Dave Sullivan, Florida
2012. Iain MacQuarrie, England,
Bert and Karin Dodde, Holland
2011. Don Barthelmess, California.
2010. Ryan Spence, Flashback Scuba,
Washington
2009. Aquazoo, Dusseldorf, Germany
2008. The Langley Family and the Museum of
Tropical Queensland, Australia

2008. Captain Don Johnson, The Lockwood
Pioneer Scuba Diving Museum, Illinois
2007. Sandy Lydon and Tim Thomas,
California
2006. Lucien Cabrolie, France, Jan de Groot,
Holland, Philippe Rousseau, France.
2005. Colin Taylor, England.
2004. The Scuba Show, Long Beach,
California
2003. Beneath The Sea, New York, and
Mares America, Connecticut

For fuller details of recipients, Award criteria, and nomination process
please log on to www.hds.org/abouthds
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2016 Historical Diving Society USA Raffle
Get your tickets now!

The predecessor of the USN Mark V Helmet #3 of 10 manufactured by DESCO to the specifications
and recommendations in Chief Gunner George Stillson’s 1915 REPORT ON DEEP DIVING TESTS

Tickets are $5 each or five for $20
Tickets can be ordered by contacting products@hds.org or by mailing a check or money order payable to HDS
USA Fund raiser, PO Box 453, Fox River Grove, IL 60021-0453. The drawing will take place at the Santa Barbara
Maritime Museum, Santa Barbara, CA on August 27, 2016. Other prizes include HDS apparel, books, and DVDs.
The winner need not be present to win. All proceeds benefit the Historical Diving Society USA.
Prize Winners are responsible for shipping and all applicable taxes. No purchase necessary. To obtain a non-purchase ticket send a self
addressed stamped envelope to the above address. Void where prohibited by law.

Grand Prize is an $8,000 Value
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2016
INDUCTEES
eaRly PIOneeRS

Riichi Watanichi • Kanezo Ohgushi • Kyuhachi Kataoka

September 30, 2016 in the Cayman Islands
WWW.SCubahallOffame.COm

